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Actin, a monomeric globular protein found in all eukaryotic cells, polymerizes into 

filaments generating force in several essential cellular processes, including cell adhesion, cell 

movement, and cell division.  Invasive bacteria, such as Listeria monocytogenes, use actin for 

motility inside eukaryotic host cells.  Listeria produces a surface protein called ActA which is 

able to form an actin-rich “rocket tail” at one pole of the bacterium.  While it is known that the 

polymerizing filaments provide the propulsive force on the bacterial surface, the mechanism by 

which filaments assemble and push the surface is unknown.  It had been previously widely 

assumed that filaments were not attached to the surface and must be free in order to elongate.  

Our group has argued that elongating filaments are persistently attached to the bacterial surface 

through a processive filament end-tracking motor, termed actoclampin.  To help determine 

whether filaments elongate attached or unattached, forces produced by actin filaments were 

analyzed in actin rocket tails through the use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

single filaments were observed to be directly tethered at their elongating ends to immobilized 

ActA-coated beads in vitro.  Changing parameters in vitro such as particle size, ActA density, 

and the time of polymerization, provides control over the number of filaments found on each 

particle.  Using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF), the polarity of the 
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filaments could be determined to show barbed-end elongation at the surface of the bead.  

However, the number of filaments elongating off a bead was difficult determine due to the 

resolution limits of fluorescent microscopy.  For this reason, we also used TEM as a means of 

assessing the state of filaments surrounding the ActA-coated beads.  These results show several 

beads with one to three filaments attached at the surface.  The combined results of TIRF and 

TEM show strong evidence of barbed-end elongation of filaments attached at the surface of 

biomimetic particles, suggesting insertional polymerization mediated by an end-tracking motor.  

 



 

CHAPTER 1 
ACTIN BASED MOTILITY 

Actin is Essential for Cell Motility 

Cell motility is essential for physiological processes such as development, wound healing, 

and defense against infection (1).  Cells crawl by extending protrusions at their leading edge that 

adhere to the substratum and allow the cell to pull itself forward (Figure 1-1).  These protrusions 

involve the polymerization of actin, which is a highly conserved (changing little throughout 

evolution) globular protein (42 kDa) and the most abundant intracellular protein in most 

eukaryotic cells (2).  In its unpolymerized form, actin is referred to as G-actin and has two 

globular regions with a hinge connecting the two domains resulting in a deep cleft (3).  In this 

cleft is a nucleotide binding region that can bind an Mg2+ ion complexed with adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP) or adenosine triphosphate (ATP).   

Actin monomers polymerize into 7-nm diameter semi-flexible filaments (4) (filamentous 

actin or F-actin) consisting of two proto-filaments that wrap around each other in a right-handed 

helix with a 37-nm pitch and a persistence length of about 15 μm (5-7).  Actin filaments are 

polar, with the filament (+)-end (also known as the barbed end) polymerizing faster than the 

(-)-end (a.k.a. the pointed end) (2).  This polarity results in the subunit only at the filament 

(-)-end having an exposed cleft (Figure 1-2).  Following binding of actin-ATP to the (+)-end, the 

nucleotide undergoes hydrolysis (ATP to ADP) followed by phosphate release, and actin-ADP 

depolymerizes from the (-)-end.  Monomer-bound ADP is then exchanged for ATP in the 

cytoplasm allowing the monomer to be recycled for (+)-end assembly.  The actin-ATP critical 

concentration for (+)-end assembly is 0.1 μM and that for (-)-end assembly is 0.6 μM (8).  At 

steady-state polymerization, the concentration of actin resides between the (+)-end and (-)-end 
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critical concentrations, with the (+)-end growing and the (-)-end shrinking, in a process known as 

“treadmilling” (Figure 1-3). 

Actin Sequestering Proteins 

Actin concentration in eukaryotic cells is typically between 100 and 200 μM (9).  This high 

concentration of G-actin relative to the critical concentration is maintained by actin sequestering 

proteins such as thymosin-β4 and profilin, which bind to G-actin thereby effectively decreasing 

the concentration of monomeric actin relative to filamentous actin.  Thymosin-β4 and profilin are 

the main proteins responsible for actin sequestering.  Thymosin-β4 binds G-actin in solution 

(Kd is 0.7 μM) (9) to prevent its polymerization.  Profilin similarly binds G-actin but actually 

promotes polymerization by catalyzing nucleotide exchange (ADP to ATP) on actin monomers 

and shuttling monomers to the filament (+)-end (10).  Actin depolymerizing factor/cofilin 

(ADF/cofilin) is not as significant in sequestering actin monomers as thymosin-β4 or profilin but 

does promote depolymerization of actin filaments (11).  Cofilin binds to F-actin-ADP and causes 

the filament to twist tighter increasing the helical repeat of an actin filament from 37 nm to 27 

nm (9) essentially breaking sections of the filament off resulting in depolymerization.  Figure 1-4 

shows the pathways and roles of profilin and cofilin interacting with a treadmilling actin 

filament. 

Actin Based Propulsion of Listeria monocytogenes 

Listeria monocytogenes is a bacterial pathogen that infects cattle and causes severe food 

poisoning in humans (12).  After Listeria is phagocytosed by a host cell, the bacterium secrets 

enzymes that break down the phagosome thereby releasing the bacterium into the host cells 

cytoplasm.  Once free in the cell, Listeria polymerizes actin filaments at one pole of the 

bacterium surface to propel itself within the cytoplasm and to translocate between cells.  Listeria 

requires only a single bacterial protein, ActA for propulsion, and it commandeers other necessary 
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components from the host cell cytoplasm (13-17).  ActA activates the Arp2/3 complex, which 

nucleates new filaments at the bacterial surface (16, 18-20).  ActA also binds to 

vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP) (21) to promote actin (+)-end assembly.  VASP 

contains several oligo-proline sequences that bind profilin thereby providing a bacterial surface 

bound pool of profilin actin at filament (+)-ends (12).  Our group has proposed that ActA·VASP 

stimulates filament growth in the actoclampin end-tracking motor model for actin based force 

generation (discussed below) (22).  There are also other proteins known to operate similarly to 

VASP such as neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP) for Shigella or vaccinia 

motility (23-26) or the verprolin/cofilin homology/acidic (VCA) domain (C-terminal of 

N-WASP) (27).  Although there are other possible end-tracking motors such as N-WASP or 

VCA that behave similar to ActA producing actin filaments with (+)-ends at a motile surface, 

Listeria and ActA have been instrumental in determining essential factors for actin 

polymerization and allow for analysis of motility in a relatively simple system (28). 

Experimental Evidence of Actin Dynamics 

The first observation of actin was by W.D.  Halliburton in 1887 (29) who extracted a 

protein from muscle he named myosin-ferment which coagulated preparations of myosin.  

However, he was unable to further characterize the protein so the discovery went unnoticed for 

almost 80 years (30).  Brúnó Straub is credited with the discovery of actin in 1942.  He 

developed the first technique to isolate substantial amounts of pure actin (31) that was so 

effective the technique has remained relatively unchanged to this day.  More than 60 years have 

passed and the mechanism of force generation by actin polymerization remains controversial.  

Several methods have been employed to characterize actins role in force production.  The most 

insight on the mechanism of actin force generation has risen from the study of biomimetic 
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particle motility including the propulsion of particles such as polystyrene beads, oil droplets, and 

vesicles (32-42).   

Analysis of biomimetic particle systems is important because conditions can be controlled 

in vitro, experiments are easily reproduced, and the possible propulsion mechanism can be 

studied.  Cameron et al. was the first to coat polystyrene beads with ActA and observe motility 

of an artificial load by actin polymerization (32) concluding ActA is the only bacterial protein 

necessary to induce actin polymerization with no dependence on the bacterium itself.  Cameron 

et al. took the same actin propelled ActA coated polystyrene beads and observed the system 

using electron microscopy (EM) (33) revealing filaments persistently bound to the bead surface.  

Filaments were found bound to 50 nm, 200 nm, and 500 nm beads although only one 50 nm bead 

with a filament was observed.  Schwartz et al. found that flattened particles coated with ActA are 

just as motile as spherical particles ruling out any actin dependencies on geometric shape (34).   

In an effort to retard motility velocities, methyl cellulose (an inert viscous solution used in 

many food and cosmetic products) was used to slow motile Listeria in a cell extract (35) and 

N-WASP coated beads in a reconstituted motility medium (36).  Both studies found that 

increasing the viscous drag force could not stop motility even at high concentrations of methyl 

cellulose, and only the first study observed an effect of methyl cellulose on motility at all, which 

may be explained by enhanced diffusion-limitations (43).  Studies on VCA-coated particles 

revealed velocities to be inversely proportional to particle radius (37) and large beads (> 1.5 μm) 

exhibited saltatory motion with recurring phases of the actin rocket tail cycling from a dense 

actin network to a loose actin network (correlating to low and high velocities) (38) 

(Figure 3-7A).  To estimate the forces on a polystyrene particle, a flexible cantilever was 

attached to an N-WASP coated particle and pulled while a micropipette held the actin rocket tail 
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stationary giving an estimate of 0.25 nN/μm2 of stress on the particle (39).  An atomic force 

microscope (AFM) has also been used to measure actin network forces (44) resulting in a 

pressure on the AFM cantilever of ~1 nN/μm2. 

Deformable particles such as vesicles or oil droplets were used to estimate the magnitude 

of forces generated by the actin rocket tail at the surface of the particle.  Upadhyaya et al. (40) 

and Giardini et al. (41) both exploited the pliable characteristic of vesicles to determine the 

stresses generated by the actin rocket tail.  By analyzing the vesicle tear drop shape formed from 

an actin rocket tail Upadhyaya et al. (40) estimated a compressive stress on the sides of the 

vesicle ranging from 3-4 nN/μm2 and a tensile stress on the rear of the vesicle of 6-8 nN/μm2.  

The same tear drop shape was observed with oil droplets (42) (Figure 3-2).  With all of the 

experimental data available regarding actin polymerization, several models have been proposed 

to describe actins interaction with a motile surface and the mechanism for force production. 

Models for Force Generation by Actin Polymerization 

Different models have been proposed to describe the mechanism of force generation by 

actin polymerization.  The main models that have garnered the most attention and credibility are 

the elastic Brownian ratchet model (45), the tethered Brownian ratchet model (46), the 

autocatalytic model (47), and the actoclampin model (22).  The first three models mentioned are 

based on the same principle of force production from monomer addition to free filament ends 

(derived from the model proposed by Hill and Kirschner (48)) and differ only slightly in how 

actin filaments are modeled.  The actoclampin model is fundamentally different in that it 

considers filament ends attached to the motile surface while polymerizing and utilizes the 

additional hydrolysis energy to explain force production. 

Terrell Hill initially hypothesized how monomer addition to a cytoskeletal filament could 

produce a force in 1981 (49) and later expanded on the idea in 1982 (48).  Hill’s model 
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suggested a motile surface would move slightly away from polymerizing cytoskeletal filaments 

by Brownian motion, with the stiff filaments preventing Brownian motion of the motile object 

backward.  Monomer addition to the filament end closest to the motile surface was accomplished 

once the motile object fluctuated far enough away for a monomer to add essentially creating a 

ratchet pushing the motile surface forward.  

Many experiments showed thermal fluctuation of the motile surface to be insufficient to 

produce the observed motion (45).  For example, Listeria and Shigella both hijack actin 

polymerization for motility, however, both bacteria move at the same rate even though Shigella 

is much larger than Listeria.  According to the Hill model Listeria would have a greater velocity 

than Shigella because the Brownian fluctuations of Listeria would be greater allowing for a 

faster rate of actin polymerization.  To account for this observation of different sized loads 

moving at the same rate, Mogilner and Oster later proposed a modification to the Brownian 

ratchet model, the elastic Brownian ratchet model (45).  This modification to the model suggests 

filaments fluctuate away from the motile surface by Brownian motion instead of the surface 

moving by Brownian motion.  The elastic Brownian ratchet model predicts that if a filament is 

sufficiently angled to the surface (> 10º) and the filament is longer than 75 nm then an actin 

filament will undergo Brownian motion away from the motile surface enough for a single 

monomer addition (2.7 nm because the proto-filaments are helical) (Figure 1-5).  The filament 

then straightens due to its persistence length pushing the surface forward with the newly added 

monomer.  This cycle creates a Brownian ratchet that ensures there is a net forward movement 

(45).  Once a monomer has added to one filament, this lengthened filament supports some of the 

load making monomer addition to other filaments easier.  Mogilner and Oster (45) estimated the 

stall force for an actin filament by the elastic Brownian ratchet model to be 1.8 pN based on a 
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free filament length of 150 nm (distance between motile surface and actin network) and a 

persistence length of 1 µm.  The main ideas that make the Brownian ratchet model different from 

Hill’s model are filament ends fluctuate from Brownian motion and the motion of the object is 

from the collective treadmilling of numerous actin filaments behind the motile object. 

Work by Kuo and McGrath (50) gave more detail on the forces involved in actin 

polymerization by optically tracking motile Listeria using a laser and photodiode to monitor 

motion.  Several conclusions came from this work that negated non-tethered filaments.  First, 

bacteria do not fluctuate enough for intercalation of G-actin monomers.  Second, mean squared 

displacement analysis suggests bacteria do not diffuse as predicted by Brownian ratchet 

simulations.  Third, bacteria fluctuate 20 times less than neighboring particles pointing to actin 

tail attachment to the bacteria surface.  Last, Listeria was observed to take regular steps of 

5.4 nm (the diameter of G-actin monomer).  The Brownian ratchet model would not predict a 

persistent stepping of 5.4 nm because filament fluctuation must be less than the monomer 

diameter due to the necessary angle the filament makes with the motile surface.  Gerbal et al. 

(51) used an optical trap as well, however, they used the trap to determine that greater than 

10 pN force is required to separate a bacterium from its rocket tail. 

To account for the experimentally observed attachment between the growing filament 

network and the motile surface, Mogilner and Oster (46) modified their elastic Brownian ratchet 

model to include two types of actin filaments, working and attached filaments.  In this model, 

once steady-state is achieved, filaments nucleate at the surface of the motile object while being 

attached to protein complexes and under tension.  Eventually these attached filaments will 

dissociate and grow freely which are referred to as working filaments.  These growing filaments 
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are under compression and are the same filaments as described in the elastic Brownian ratchet 

model.  Working filaments ultimately become capped and lose contact with the surface (46).   

A separate model was proposed by Carlsson to explain the experimental findings of actin 

polymerization in which filaments (daughter filaments) are autocatalytically branched from 

existing filaments (mother filaments).  Carlsson’s motivation came from experimental work 

showing mother daughter length correlation (52), total internal fluorescence studies showing 

filament branches forming along filament sides (53, 54), and confocal microscopy showing 

branches forming at the barbed end preferring newer filaments (55).  The main difference of the 

autocatalytic model in comparison to the Brownian ratchet model is the importance of filament 

branching.  Carlsson hypothesized that the formation rate of new branches is proportional to the 

number of filaments or amount of polymerized actin near the motile surface.  Therefore motile 

objects with a larger diameter will have more autocatalytic filaments at the surface (due to the 

increased surface area) distributing the load resulting in a growth velocity nearly independent of 

applied force (47, 56).  The autocatalytic model simply looks at how filaments interact with each 

other in an actin network and is fundamentally the same as the Brownian ratchet model.  

The above models, which rely on the free energy of monomer addition to free filament 

ends to generate force, have a thermodynamic maximum force (stall force) (57) 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
=

+ critT
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A
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F
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max ln
δ

        (1-1) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature (kBT is 4.1 pN-nm), δ is the added filament 

length per subunit (2.7 nm), AT is free G-actin-ATP, and AT(+)crit is the G-actin-ATP (+)-end 

critical concentration (0.1 μM).  Assuming AT must be less than the (-)-end critical concentration 

(0.6 μM) for steady-state treadmilling, then Fmax is less than 2.7 pN per active filament. 
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The actoclampin end-tracking motor model was first proposed in 2002 by Dickinson and 

Purich (22) to explain how end-tracking motors both keep filaments persistently attached to a 

motile surface and are capable of utilizing ATP hydrolysis for mechanical work.  An 

actoclampin is an end-tracking motor that facilitates the insertional polymerization of actin 

filaments by affinity-modulated interactions between multivalent end-tracking proteins 

(e.g. VASP, N-WASP, VCA peptide from WASP-family proteins) and the filament (+)-end.  

Dickinson et al. (58) proposed that, while one end-tracking subunit binds one actin subfilament 

end, another binds to a free G-actin-ATP monomer in solution and loads it onto the (+)-end of 

the other actin subfilament.  The energy released upon hydrolysis of ATP attenuates the binding 

affinity of VASP to the actin filament, thereby releasing the filament end and binding another 

G-actin-ATP monomer in solution.  This process continues alternating attachment to the filament 

while loading monomers resulting in constant filament attachment with insertional 

polymerization (Figure 1-6).  Actin has a conformation change (3) when ATP is hydrolyzed to 

ADP which could explain why the clamp loses affinity for F-actin-ADP. 

Importantly, by capturing energy released by ATP hydrolysis (up to 14 kBT  (58)) and 

allowing force-independent monomer binding from, the actoclampin model predicts a weak 

dependence of filament elongation rate on compressive or tensile forces up to several pN (22).  

In contrast, the Brownian ratchet models predict exponential force-velocity relationship and 

much lower thermodynamic stall forces (< 2.7 pN).  Consequently, according to the actoclampin 

model, forward motion of a propelled particle should limit the elongation rate (or detachment) of 

the most slowly elongating filaments in the actin tail.  These filaments are under tension, 

balanced by the compressive forces of other filaments at the motile surface.  This “push-pull” 

force balance explains many of the experimental observations of actin-based particle propulsion, 
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including monomer-sized stepping motion of Listeria (22), deformation of vesicles into tear-drop 

shapes (55), and saltatory motion of larger particles (43).  Any of these motile particles would be 

affected by capping protein (such as gelsolin or CapG which bind to filament (+)-ends 

preventing polymerization) if the filaments were not tethered, however, when capping protein 

concentrations are increased in motility assays, motile particles are not hindered (59-61).  

Filaments not being affected by capping protein suggests the filament (+)-ends are protected 

possibly by the tethering protein complex of ActA·VASP as in the actoclampin model. 

Distinguishing Between Actin Polymerization Models 

The purpose of the present study is to conduct experiments to determine whether actin 

filaments generate force while processively attached to the motile surface.  Electron microscope 

images of actin rocket tails trailing 500 nm beads were analyzed to determine the energy density 

of the rocket tail to distinguish between the free filament and actoclampin models.  Untethered 

filaments are limited in the amount of energy that can be stored in and translated to the actin 

network due to a small maximum force generation from only considering monomer addition and 

filaments buckle at a much lower force than if tethered.  The actoclampin model predicts much 

higher energy storage in the actin rocket tail compared to free filament models. 

Actin propelled vesicles were produced and analyzed in Chapter 3.  The goal of producing 

actin propelled vesicles was to measure the shape change of the vesicle and relate that to the 

force generated by the actin rocket tail.  Although force estimates were not accomplished, vesicle 

velocity versus vesicle radius was determined.  Calculations by Dickinson and Purich (43) 

predict an inverse correlation of diameter to velocity which was confirmed in the findings of 

Chapter 3 whereas free filament models would not predict the size and velocity to be directly 

correlated.  This difference between actoclampin and free filament models is because Dickinson 
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and Purich (43) determined particles >2 μm in diameter will show saltatory motion from 

diffusion-limited actin polymerization. 

To determine whether filaments elongate by processive insertional polymerization, 

electron microscopy of 50 nm beads with single filaments show several thousand single 

filaments associated with single beads, demonstrating that individual filaments remain attached 

to the motile surface during elongation.  To determine the direction of elongation relative to the 

bead, a fluorescent color change experiment was performed (Chapter 5) to demonstrate that the 

point of monomer insertion was at the bead surface.  These findings provide strong evidence 

filaments are polymerizing from the bead surface and not randomly associating with the bead or 

adsorbing from solution onto the bead.  All of the findings in this study support the actoclampin 

model.



 

 
Figure 1-1.  Actin filaments polymerizing at the leading edge of a cell producing filopodial 

extensions that attach to the substratum temporarily holding the front of the cell in 
place.  The rear of the cell is then pulled forward allowing the cell to crawl. 

 
Figure 1-2.  Simplified cartoon of an actin monomer with a nucleotide bound inside the actin 

cleft.  Actin monomers bind ATP in solution and polymerize into actin filaments 
with the cleft oriented toward the (-)-end.  The ATP is hydrolyzed and monomers 
eventually depolymerize returning to solution to exchange ADP for ATP.  
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Figure 1-3.  The treadmilling process where an actin filament polymerizes actin-ATP, hydrolyzes 

ATP, and depolymerizes actin-ADP at which point the process starts over with actin 
nucleotide exchange (58).  The free energy changes (ΔG) of each step in the 
treadmilling process is calculated with one ATP hydrolyzed (~22 kBT (62)) per 
monomer (Pi is phosphate, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature).  
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Figure 1-4.  The treadmilling of an actin filament is enhanced with profilin and cofilin with 

various pathways shown (58).  The dashed box represents a polymerizing filament 
sans profilin and cofilin. 
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Figure 1-5.  The elastic Brownian ratchet model hypothesizes free filaments fluctuate from a 

motile surface by Brownian motion enough for a monomer to intercalate to the 
(+)-end (45).  The filament returns to its original configuration with an additional 
monomer at the (+)-end.  This additional length pushes the surface forward while the 
filament is held in place by cross-links in the rocket tail. 

 
Figure 1-6.  Generalized end-tracking motor persistently bound to an actin filament (63).  

A)  End-tracking motor with only an F-actin binding region.  B)  End-tracking motor 
with a G-actin binding region that loads a monomer and is then held by the F-actin 
binding region.



 

CHAPTER 2 
ENERGY DENSITY IN BENT ACTIN FILAMENTS OF AN ACTIN ROCKET TAIL 

Introduction 

Actin filaments are considered semi-flexible filaments with an average flexural rigidity 

compared to other cytoskeletal filaments (64).  This flexural rigidity is an important property 

which allows actin to convert chemical energy into mechanical energy in order to drive a cell 

forward or push bacteria through a cell.  One way of characterizing the flexural rigidity of 

cytoskeletal filaments is by the persistence length λ, which is the characteristic correlation length 

in the orientation of a thermally undulating filament (6, 64).  Reported values of the persistence 

length for actin are in the range 10 ± 5 μm (65). 

We propose a method for estimating actin filament bending energy in the actin rocket tail 

behind a motile particle.  Although single filament analysis of actin rocket tails is difficult to 

accomplish because of the small size of filaments and dynamic change in filament growth, 

electron microscopy (EM) allows visualization of static actin comet structures at the nano-level.  

To produce an actin rocket tail that can be viewed with EM, beads are conjugated with ActA and 

incubated in a cell extract.  The beads with actin tails are then coated with a thin metal for EM 

and imaged (32, 33). 

Methods 

To simplify the physical model for bent actin filaments, the actin filaments are considered 

to be semi-flexible rods.  As shown in Figure 2-1, each point along the filament is designated by 

the position vector r(s) which encompasses the Cartesian coordinates [x(s), y(s), z(s)].  The arc 

length is defined as s and the unit tangent vector is designated as N(s), 

N(s) = dr/ds.          (2-1) 
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The change in the unit tangent along the length is proportional to the unit normal to the 

curve n (64), 

dN/ds = Cn.          (2-2) 

If the unit normal vectors are significantly close and extended to the origin then it can be 

deduced that C is the local radius of curvature which is necessary for relating the change in 

tangent vector to the radius of curvature, 

C = 1/R.           (2-3) 

The energy associated with the bending of a rod has been solved (66) and has the form 

22R
B

L
E

=           (2-4) 

where E is energy , L is filament length, and B is the bending modulus, related to the persistence 

length as 

B = λkBT          (2-5) 

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 x 10-23 J/K), and T is temperature (K).   

The deformation energy per unit length of the bent filament is proportional to the square of 

the radius of curvature (64) or equivalent to the square of Equation 2-3.  Squaring Equation 2-3 

and combining with Equations 2-3 and 2-4 results in the energy per unit length.  Since the 

curvature is not required to be constant, the energy of bending can be expressed as the integral 

along the length of the filament or as the change in energy per change in length (Equation 2-8) 

(67), 

2

2
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

ds
dNB

ds
dE .         (2-6) 

Electron microscopy images of actin comet tails (Figure 2-2) were analyzed to estimate the 

energy stored in actin filaments.  Filaments undergo tension and compression due to elongation 
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forcing a network of bent crosslinked filaments, which is evident from EM images (Figure 2-2).  

Bent filaments are a result of monomer addition to crosslinked filaments, which are constrained 

from extending, forcing the filament to bend.  The bending energy can be determined by 

measuring the curvature of the filaments and using Equation 2-6.  Due to the necessary treatment 

of the actin rocket tail for EM, some twisting and bending may occur to the filaments.  The 

additional energy associated with EM treatment is considered negligible because filaments that 

have only one interaction with another filament are typically straight suggesting the EM 

treatment has not affected the configuration.  Filaments that are bent or twisted are usually 

restrained by at least two points of crosslinking or filament interaction which is to be expected 

from actin polymerization (33). 

An algorithm was developed to determine the amount of energy stored in actin filaments as 

measured from EM images.  The angles of bent filaments were measured in the plane of focus.  

However, one problem with determining the amount of bending in an actin filament from an EM 

image is that only the two-dimension projections of the filament arcs are measurable for a 

three-dimensional filament.  To adjust for the missing third-dimensional data, a correlation 

between the two-dimensional projected curvature of a filament and the actual three-dimensional 

curvature is needed.  The below derivation relates the change in energy per length of filament in 

three-dimensional space to the change in energy per length of filament in two-dimensional to 

estimate the amount of energy spent in bending the filament.  N* is the unit tangent vector in the 

EM image and s* is the projected length of the filament in the EM image.  Theta (θ) is the angle 

with respect to the x-axis in the plane of the EM image while phi (φ ) is the angle in to or out of 

the EM image (Figure 2-3), 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
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θ
θ

sin
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*N ,          (2-7) 
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The viewed length is equal to the change of the angle along the actual length of the filament (s).  

Therefore, the viewed length is a function of the changing angle of the filament as it goes in to or 

out of the focal plane, 

∫=
L

dsss
0

)(sin* φ ,         (2-9) 

dssds )(sin* φ= .         (2-10) 

Equation 2-8 divided by Equation 2-10 is the viewed change in angle divided by the 

viewed change in length, 
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The square of Equation 2-11 is needed to relate the two-dimensional values to the actual 

three-dimensional orientation of the filaments, 
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The three-dimensional expression of dN/ds must be determined to equate with the 

two-dimensional change in tangent vector with respect to length, 
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Dividing dN by ds and squaring gives (dN/ds)2, which is used in the energy equation 

(Equation 2-6).  Through manipulation of Equation 2-14, (dN/ds)2 can be represented as a sum of 

changing angles, 
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The (dθ/ds)2 component in Equation 2-15 can be obtained by rearranging Equation 2-12.  

Equation 2-15 can then be written in terms of the two-dimensional change of the filament, 
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Equation 2-16 gives a relation between three-dimensions and two-dimensions; however, there is 

still a ( 2dsdφ )  term that cannot be determined directly from the two-dimensional images.  A 

uniform distribution is assumed for the orientation of each filament therefore the changing and 

turning of the filaments should be approximately the same for both the φ  direction and the θ 

direction.  Thus, the assumption was made that twice the ( )22 dsdθφsin  term will give 

reasonable results.  Since the filaments can grow and point in any direction, a uniform 

distribution of filaments is used to account for the different orientations of filaments and to 

account for the φ  direction.  The distribution used is assumed to be a uniform distribution 

around a sphere, 

π
θφ

4
1),( =p .          (2-17) 

With the adjustment in Equation 2-16 due to the ( )2dsdφ  term and combining 

Equation 2-16 with Equation 2-17, the average change in angle per change in length of the 

three-dimensional filament is related to the two-dimensional data through Equation 2-18, 
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The integration of Equation 2-18 substituted into Equation 2-6 gives an approximation of the 

average amount of energy per length of a bent filament, 
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Using the change in position vector instead of the change in tangent vector allows for 

easier measurements of the filaments.  The position vector is defined as ( )jyixr +=  and the 

second derivative of the position vector is equivalent to the first derivative of the tangent vector, 
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Substituting Equation 2-20 into Equation 2-19 gives the energy equation as a function of 

the position vector.  The addition of a correction factor and expanding the second derivative of 

the position vector yields the relation of energy to filament position 
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where σ is the error in measuring the filament position (2 nm as determined by the images), and 

rm,i is the measured position of the filament.  Since there will be some intrinsic error in 

measuring the filament position, the measured position is smoothed to a minimum to reflect as 

close to the actual filament position as possible.  The energy equation (Equation 2-21) is 

minimized for the points to find the maximum likelihood estimation for the filament contour. 
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Results 

Cameron et al. (33) prepared several beads with actin rocket tails for EM as described 

above.  Additional unpublished images of actin rocket tails, beyond those published in Cameron 

et al. (2001), were generously provided by Tatiana Svitkina, Department of Biology, University 

of Pennsylvania.  Using the National Institutes of Health’s (NIH) image software ImageJ, several 

hundred filaments across 12 images were mapped.  For consistency, several criteria were 

followed to increase the accuracy of determining the change in energy of a filament.  Only 

filaments that could be clearly distinguished with lengths greater than 20 nm were measured.  A 

minimum of 50 filaments per image were measured to give a broad representation of filaments 

found in the actin rocket tail.  Points along the filament were kept at a distance of 2 nm apart and 

measured points were taken as close to the axis of the filament as possible. 

Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 show filaments plotted by the above criteria.  An algorithm 

(Appendix A) was created in Matlab to optimize the points along the filaments and determine the 

energy density of the filaments (Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7).  This energy density in the filaments 

is a result of actin polymerizing and bending filaments in the rocket tail or bending itself between 

the load and rocket tail.  Figure 2-6A is the optimized filament position and Figure 2-6B shows 

the levels of energy density by means of a contour graph.  Since the filament in Figure 2-5 is 

almost straight the energy along the filament changes slightly with a maximum energy density of 

0.86 pN.  This process is carried out for each of the filaments shown in Figure 2-4 with the final 

result for the actin rocket tail used shown in Figure 2-7 and a histogram of the results in 

Figure 2-8. 

Discussion 

Several hundred filaments were analyzed resulting in an energy density ranging from 

0.2 pN for slightly bent filaments up to 259 pN for extremely bent filaments (Figure 2-9).  The 
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average energy density for the 670 filaments measured in 12 images was 3.1 pN which can be 

compared to the theoretical models.  The elastic Brownian ratchet model (45, 46) or similar 

models relies on force generation solely from monomer addition to free (untethered) filament 

(+)-ends.  The theoretical maximum energy per added length for monomer addition is 2.7 pN, 

under conditions that promote (-)-end depolymerization (actin concentration < 0.6 μM).  In order 

to produce a large energy density (around the maximum of 2.7 pN) in the rocket tail, actin 

polymerization would have to continue at optimal conditions for the life of the rocket tail.  When 

only monomer addition is the energy source for filament bending, an energy density in the rocket 

tail of the maximum 2.7 pN would not be observed because some energy is lost in the forward 

motion of the bead and filaments typically have a large incidence angle with the bead reducing 

the amount of energy transferred to the rocket tail (Figure 2-2). 

In contrast, the actoclampin model utilizes the energy of hydrolysis to drive actin 

polymerization of tethered filament (+)-ends, resulting in a larger energy source for motility than 

would be provided by monomer addition alone.  The total treadmilling cycle of actin 

polymerization provides up to 22 kBT of energy with a majority coming from ATP hydrolysis 

(~14 kBT) (58).  The actoclampin estimates are more than enough to account for the energy 

density observed in the EM images of actin rocket tails.  Another advantage of the actoclampin 

model over untethered models is the amount of force a filament can withstand before buckling.  

Dickinson et al. (58) showed mathematically that a tethered filament can handle an order of 

magnitude greater force (considering filaments perpendicular to load surface) over an untethered 

filament.  As untethered filaments become more glancing to the load surface, less force is 

necessary to buckle the filament.  Even when thermodynamic considerations are not considered, 

tethered filaments have a mechanical advantage over untethered filaments. 
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Other groups have estimated network forces of actin rocket tails by a variety of methods.  

Weisner et al. (36) estimated the polymerization force of an actin rocket tail to be greater than 

50 pN using beads coated with N-WASP by studying the velocity of the beads through a viscous 

solution.  McGrath et al. (35) estimated the actin rocket tail polymerization force to be ~10 pN 

on motile Listeria similar to the approach by Weisner et al.  Analysis of actin propelled vesicles 

by Giardini et al. (41) and Upadhyaya et al. (40) show compressive stresses of 3 to 4 nN/um2 and 

tensile stresses of 6 to 8 nN/um2.  Upadhyaya et al. (40) estimated single filaments could produce 

~10 pN of force.  All of these estimations give a broad view of polymerization force by an actin 

network but are limited in showing energy associated with individual filaments. 

There are some limitations of the measurement of bent filaments to estimate the energy 

change per filament length.  First, the observed bending of a filament may or may not be due to 

the actual growth of the filament but could be from the cumulative effect of other filament 

growth.  Because filaments overlap and end interactions are unknown, the filament ends are 

considered straight and therefore have a value of 0.  Also, stored mechanical energy could 

dissipate with deformation of the rocket tail and depolymerization of filaments which would 

lower the overall measured energy density.  Second, not all of the filaments can be measured in 

the actin tail due to hindrance from the exterior layer of filaments blocking visualization of 

interior filaments.  This leaves out filaments that might be straight which would lower the 

average if incorporated in the analysis or bent filaments which would increase the average of 

energy.  Also, filaments under tension are not distinguishable from straight filaments which 

would affect the energy density.  To address this issue, a large population of filaments was used 

to give an overall representation of filaments found in the actin tail.  Third, the angle coming out 

or into the image is unattainable due to the two-dimensional aspect of TEM.  Since this angle is 
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not measured the data lost is only of filaments bent in or out of the image.  Therefore, this 

additional data would most likely increase the determined energy of the actin tail, although this 

additional angle is made up for with the estimation made in Equation 2-18.  Another concern is 

the cross over of filaments with each other.  This cross over prevents the accurate measure of 

filament lengths and angles.  To counteract this problem, only filaments that could be 

distinguished for at least 20 nm were measured.  Finally, the amount of perturbation from EM 

treatment is unknown.  However, the affect of EM treatment seems to be trivial since free 

filaments or filaments with one point of interaction with another filament are usually straight.  

Whereas filaments that were bent or twisted were usually restrained by at least two crosslinks 

(33).  Also, filaments could be affected when the rocket tail is bound to the substratum, however, 

filaments closest to the substratum are not visible and periphery filaments not multiply bound to 

the rocket tail were avoided. 

In conclusion, the estimated energy density exceeds what should be provided by monomer 

addition alone.  Although not a strong proof of one model for force generation over another, 

these results argue against Hill type models and favor the actoclampin model.  The actoclampin 

model not only explains the high energy density (compared to the untethered filament models) 

but also explains the physical filament attachment to the bead surface as observed in the EM 

images (Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-1.  Notation used to describe a flexible rod / actin filament where s is the arc length, r(s) 

is the position vector, N(s) is the unit tangent vector, and n1 and n2 are normal 
vectors. 

 
Figure 2-2.  A 500 nm polystyrene bead functionalized with ActA and exposed to a motility 

assay to induce an actin rocket tail.  The sample is then treated and viewed with 
TEM (Unpublished image provided by Tatiana Svitkina, Department of Biology, 
University of Pennsylvania and used by permission). 
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Figure 2-3.  Cartoon of an actin filament projecting an image on a two-dimensional plane where 

N(s) is the unit tangent vector of a three-dimensional filament of arc length s, N*(s*) 
is the unit tangent vector of a three-dimensional filament projected onto a 
two-dimensional plane or arc length s*, θ is the angle of the two-dimensional 
filament, and φ  is the angle out of the plane of the two-dimensional image.  The eye 
facing down is analogous to looking at an EM image. 

 
Figure 2-4.  Close up of an actin rocket tail that has points plotted along the filaments.  The white 

box designates the zoomed in section shown in Figure 2-5. 
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Figure 2-5.  Close up from Figure 2-4 showing points plotted along a single filament. 

 
Figure 2-6.  Analysis of the bending energy of filament in Figure 2-5.  A) The red dotted line is 

the actual position of the data found.  The blue line with circles is the best-fit line.  
B) A twenty level contour plot of the energy change along the filament with blue 
being lowest energy and red being highest.  The dashed lines point to the maximum 
energy value of 0.86 pN. 
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Figure 2-7.  Output from algorithm with filaments numbered and points plotted with a blue line.  

The largest energy found (at filament 47) is shown by the dashed lines. 

 
Figure 2-8.  Histogram with a 0.65 bin size of all dE/ds values (excluding filament end points) 

along 53 filaments in one actin rocket tail. 
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Figure 2-9.  Histogram with a 5 pN bin size of all dE/ds values (excluding filament end points) 

along 670 filaments in 12 actin rocket tails.  The inset graph is the same data with 
the first two bins removed and the three largest values removed (239 pN, 257 pN, 
and 259 pN). 

 



 

CHAPTER 3 
ACTIN PROPELLED VESICLES 

Introduction 

Actin based motility of bacteria or nonbiological cargo such as beads (32, 37, 38, 68, 69) 

are useful for studying tail velocities and the actin rocket tail network.  Bacteria and beads are 

rigid and do not deform under the forces exerted on the surface by actin filaments.  Here, we 

focus on the use of compliant vesicles as a potential method for estimating actin polymerization 

forces.  Vesicles are convenient particles to study compared to actin propelled beads for several 

reasons.  First, vesicle lipid concentrations can be controlled and lipids are free to diffuse in the 

membrane.  Second, vesicles mimic the plasma membrane of protruding lamellipodia and 

cellular liposomes which allows for greater insight into how actin polymerization affects 

motility.  Finally, due to the vesicles pliable surface, actin polymerization forces associated with 

the vesicle surface can be analyzed through measurement of vesicle deformation (40).  

Vesicles (or liposomes) are composed of self-assembled amphiphilic lipids (70), which 

have a polar hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic aliphatic chain (the tail group).  Because 

of the solubility difference between the two groups the lipids form ordered structures in aqueous 

solutions.  Depending on the concentration of lipids, length of the aliphatic chain, and the 

number of tails associated with a polar head group determines the structures formed in the 

aqueous solution.  The lipids aggregate to form self-closed spherical particles where one or more 

lipid membranes encapsulate part of the solvent (70) (Figure 3-1).  These vesicles are described 

based on their size and number of membranes.  Small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) are typically 

50 to 100 nm in diameter and consist of a single bilayer of lipids.  Giant unilamellar vesicles 

(GUV) are greater than 1 μm in diameter and large unilamellar vesicles (LUV) range in size 
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between SUVs and GUVs.  The same size designation is used for vesicles containing multiple 

layers of lipid bilayers using the term multilamellar instead of unilamellar. 

To nucleate new filaments at the vesicle surface, ActA must be bound to the vesicle to 

promote actin polymerization.  When these vesicles conjugated with ActA are exposed to a cell 

cytoplasmic extract, actin polymerizes on the vesicle surface and the resulting filaments 

aggregate on one vesicle hemisphere allowing for symmetry breaking and propulsion (lipids are 

mobile in the membrane).  As the vesicle is propelled forward, the vesicle undergoes a 

conformation change from its original spherical form, creating a tear drop shape (Figure 3-2).  

Using osmotic pressure, membrane tension, and comparing the shape change to the original 

spherical shape, the stresses due to actin polymerization can be estimated at different locations 

along the vesicle surface (40, 41). 

Two groups have exploited vesicle deformation by actin polymerization to estimate actin 

forces (40, 41).  Both groups used similar approaches in measuring the forces, using vesicles 

developed with similar methods and mechanochemical models (Table 3-4).  The key 

assumptions made were: force associated with membrane bending is negligible, vesicles are 

unilamellar, vesicles are not stretched and have no osmotic pressure when in the rest state 

(without actin polymerization), hydrodynamic drag is negligible (<100 fN for a 3-μm-diameter 

vesicle), and actin polymerization combined with membrane tension balances the osmotic 

pressure inside the vesicle (40, 41).   

Vesicles were exposed to a motility assay and once motile, the vesicles went through 

several cycles of changing from spherical to tear drop shape suggesting filaments were attached 

to the surface and some of the filaments suddenly detach from the trailing edge due to the 

increase in membrane tension.  Based on a reaction-diffusion model, Dickinson and Purich (43), 
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explained these deformations as arising from a depletion of available monomers and a reduced 

rate of polymerization of tethered filaments at the center of the actin rocket tail.  Since the 

filaments are attached to the surface the faster periphery filaments push the vesicle forward while 

the lagging interior filaments create a pulling force on the rear of the vesicle which produces the 

tear drop shape (Figure 3-2).   

The original goal of this study was to produce large actin propelled vesicles (> 5 μm) and 

explore the forces exerted on the surface of the vesicle from the rocket tail.  Determining the 

surface force was to be accomplished by anchoring the rocket tail and aspirating the front of the 

vesicle with a micropipette.  The actin rocket tail force on the surface would then be estimated by 

analyzing the balancing opposing forces of the increased osmotic pressure of the vesicle versus 

the polymerization force of the rocket tail.  However, reproducing the larger motile vesicles 

using the published protocols was unsuccessful, and we had to develop a new protocol to 

produce motile vesicles.  Although vesicles forces were not measured, the vesicle velocities were 

measured and correlate well with Dickinson and Purich’s (43) theoretical findings. 

Materials and Methods 

Bovine Brain Extract 

Whole bovine brain was stored at -70ºC until needed.  Brain was removed from storage 

and weighed.  The brain was crushed with a mortar and pestle in a cold room while under liquid 

N2.  The powder was transferred to a dounce homogenizer where it was mixed with an equal 

volume of Tris MgCl2 buffer including PIs (10 mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM MgCl2, 10 µg/mL 

pepstatin A, 10 µg/mL leupeptin, 10 µg/mL chymostatin, and 1 mM PMSF).  The mixture was 

dounce homogenized 30 times while on ice being careful to avoid bubbles.  The homogenized 

brain was sonicated on ice with a tip sonicator for 30 second bursts and 1 minute rests at a level 

of 25% on a power level of 1.5 again avoiding bubbles.  The solution was transferred to a 
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centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 17,000 g (15,000 rpm in a Ti-60 rotor) for 20 minutes at 4ºC.  

The supernatant was saved and centrifuged again at 118,000 g (41,000 rpm in a Ti-60 rotor) for 

1 hour at 4ºC.  Bradford assay was used to measure the protein concentration which should result 

in approximately 10 mg/mL.  The supernatant was aliquoted and stored at -70ºC until needed 

(71). 

Bradford Assay 

The Bradford assay was used to get an approximation of protein concentration.  The 

sample was diluted and compared to a standard Bradford curve of appropriate protein (BSA) 

(72).  Table 3-1 lists the concentrations to use in a parallel dilution for the Bradford assay. 

Actin Purification from Rabbit Muscle 

Acetone powder 

Rabbit muscle was frozen and stored at -70ºC until needed.  All volumes used were based 

on the measured mass of the rabbit muscle.  Table 3-2 lists the volumes of buffers needed for 

1 kg of rabbit muscle.  To prepare acetone powder, a section of rabbit muscle was weighed and 

stored at -20ºC overnight.  The next day the rabbit muscle was placed at room temperature for 

2 hours.  The extraction buffer (450 mM KCl pH 6.2 with KOH, 150 mM KH2PO4, and 0.1 mM 

EDTA) was supplemented with 1 mM ATP, 0.2 mM DTT, and 0.5 mM MgCl2.  Fat and 

connective tissue were removed from the muscle with a scalpel.  The muscle was placed in a 

clean beaker on ice.  Two hundred mM PMSF in DMSO was prepared and used to supplement 

the extraction buffer to 0.5 mM PMSF.  The meat was ground two times in a cold room with a 

meat grinder.  Extraction buffer was added with PMSF to the ground muscle and stirred for 

30 minutes.  The mixture was poured into a bucket with cold water and stirred in the cold room.  

The solution was then filtered through 4 layers of cheesecloth and placed over a chilled extractor 

with a vacuum attachment.  The muscle was removed from the cheesecloth and placed into a 
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clean beaker.  Extraction buffer without PMSF was added and stirred for 30 minutes at 4ºC.  The 

mixture was poured into a bucket with cold water (Table 3-2) and stirred in the cold room.  The 

solution was filtered through 4 layers of cheesecloth and placed over a chilled extractor with a 

vacuum attachment.  Muscle was removed and placed in a clean beaker at room temperature with 

the appropriate volume of 0.4% NaHCO3 added and stirred for 45 minutes.  The solution was 

filtered through 4 layers of cheesecloth and placed over a chilled extractor with a vacuum 

attachment.  The muscle was placed into a clean beaker in the cold room 1 mM Tris was added 

and stirred for 5 minutes.  The solution was filtered through 4 layers of cheesecloth and placed 

over a chilled extractor with a vacuum attachment.  The previous two steps were repeated.  

Muscle was added to 1/6 the total volume of ice-cold acetone (-20ºC) and stirred for 5 minutes 

on ice in the cold room.  The solution was filtered through 4 layers of cheesecloth and placed 

over a chilled extractor with a vacuum attachment.  The previous two steps were repeated.  

Muscle was added to 1/9 the total volume of ice-cold acetone (-20ºC) and stirred for 5 minutes 

on ice in the cold room.  The solution was filtered through 4 layers of cheesecloth and placed 

over a chilled extractor with a vacuum attachment.  The previous two steps were repeated five 

more times.  After the last wash, the acetone powder was placed on a dry 3 mm Whatman paper 

(or 3 sheets of Whatman #1), covered, and allowed to dry overnight in a desiccator under house 

vacuum to avoid humidity.  The final powder was aliquoted and store at -20ºC (73). 

Purification of actin from acetone powder  

Two grams of acetone powder was weighed out to make 2 mg of actin.  A 5% acetone 

powder solution in G-buffer was made by adding 2 g of powder to 40 mL G-buffer (5 mM Tris 

pH 8 with KOH, 0.01% NaN3, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.2 mM ATP, 0.2 mM DTT, stored at 4ºC with 

ATP and DTT added just before use).  The slurry was stirred with a glass rod in a glass beaker 

on ice for 25 minutes (every 2 minutes for 15 seconds).  The solution was filtered through 
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6 layers of cheesecloth and centrifuged at 4ºC (30 minutes at 30,000 g using Ti-45 at 

19,000 rpm).  The supernatant volume was measured and supplemented to 2 mM MgCl2.  The 

solution was stirred for 5 minutes at room temperature.  Solid KCl was slowly added to a final 

concentration of 0.07 M and stirred for 1 hour at room temperature.  The solution was 

centrifuged for 3 hours at 120,000 g at 12ºC with a Ti-45 at 38,000 rpm.  The supernatant was 

removed and 1 to 2 mL G-buffer was added to each pellet to wash.  Then a total of 6 mL 

G-buffer was distributed among all the pellets (73).  The next morning the pellets were broken 

up and dissolved.  The absorbances at 280 nm and 290 nm were measured to get an estimate of 

the protein concentrations.  The pellets were then dialyzed against 1 L of G-buffer with 

2 changes for at least 3 days.  After dialysis the absorbance at 280 nm and 290 nm was measured 

and the concentration was calculated using the molar extinction coefficients, ε280 = 1.11 L/g·cm 

and ε290 = 0.63 L/g·cm which are accurate between 0.1 and 1 absorbance units. 

Fluorescent labeling of actin 

Filamentous actin was diluted to 60 µM in 2 mL of labeling buffer (20 mM HEPES 

pH 7.5, 0.1 M KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 3 mM NaN3, 0.3 mM ATP, with ATP added just before use).  

The diluted F-actin was then dialyzed in 1 L of labeling buffer for 2 hours with one solution 

exchange to remove any amine containing buffers from solution.  One mg of dye was dissolved 

in 100 µL DMF or DMSO immediately before mixing with actin.  The dye was sonicated 

1 minute to mix the dye thoroughly.  While vortexing the F-actin solution, the dye was added 

dropwise (slowly) to a final concentration of 300 µM (5 fold concentration) (74).  The mix was 

incubated at 4ºC overnight while mixing end-over-end.  The reaction was stopped by 

supplementing to 50 mM lysine.  The supernatant was then centrifuged (45 minutes at 290,000 g 

using a TLA 100.2 rotor at 90,000 rpm).  The pellet was resuspended in 2 mL G-buffer by 

slowly adding buffer and triturating with a glass rod.  The resuspended protein was then 
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sonicated for 1 minute in a bath sonicator.  The mix was swirled for 30 minutes at 4ºC using a 

vortex setting of level 1.  The solution was then dialyzed against three changes of 1 L G-buffer 

for 36 hours.  The absorbance of the actin at 280 nm and the absorbance of the dye were 

measured.  The major fractions (> 4 µM) were pooled and polymerized for 45 minutes at room 

temperature by supplementing to 1 mM ATP and 1x P-buffer (10x P-buffer is 0.5 M KCl, 20 

mM MgCl2 which is always mixed with G-buffer).  The supernatant was then centrifuged 

(45 minutes at 290,000 g using a TLA 100.2 rotor at 90,000 rpm).  The pellet was resuspended in 

G-buffer to a desired final G-actin concentration.  The solution was then dialyzed against 

3 changes of 1 L G-buffer for 36 hours and the supernatant was centrifuged (45 minutes at 

290,000 g using a TLA 100.2 rotor at 90,000 rpm).  The absorbance at 280 nm and λmax for the 

dye were measured and the G-actin concentration was calculated by using the Beer-Lambert law 

adjusted for the dye (75) 
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where l is the length of the absorbance chamber (1 cm), ε is the extinction coefficient, A280nm is 

the actin absorbance at 280 nm, Aλmax is the actin absorbance at the maximum absorbance of the 

fluorophore, and CF is the correction factor specific for each fluorophore. 

Preparing Listeria monocytogenes on Agar Plates 

Brain heart infusion (BHI) media with agar was prepared and autoclaved.  Ten µg/mL of 

chloramphenicol was added to the media to prevent bacterial growth (other than bacteria immune 

to the antibiotic).  The media was distributed among Petri dishes and cooled.  Listeria was 

streaked on the agar media and incubated at 37 ºC overnight.  The Listeria plates were stored at 

4ºC and individual colonies were acquired as necessary. 
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Purification of ActA-His6 from Listeria monocytogenes 

A Listeria culture from a previously prepared agar plate was removed and grown overnight 

in a culture tube containing 50 mL BHI with 10 µg/mL chloramphenicol at 37ºC while shaking.  

The media containing incubated Listeria was added to 1 L of BHI containing 10 µg/mL 

chloramphenicol and grown overnight at 37ºC while shaking.  The broth was added to a large 

centrifuge tube and cooled on ice.  Listeria was pelleted with a JA-10 rotor at 5,000 rpm at 4ºC 

for 20 minutes.  The supernatant volume was measured and 50% ammonium sulfate was added 

at 4ºC slowly over the span of an hour to salt out the protein.  Ammonium sulfate increases the 

overall volume when salting out a protein so the appropriate amount was calculated to include 

the specific volume of ammonium sulfate.  The mass of salt per initial volume (G) (Table 3-3) is 

solved for 
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where Vf  is the final volume, Vi  is the initial volume, m  is the mass of salt to add, Vs  is the 

specific volume of ammonium sulfate (0.54 mL/g), Cf  is the final concentration of ammonium 

sulfate (product of final percentage and molar saturation at 4ºC of 3.93 M which varies with 

temperature), Ci  is the initial concentration of ammonium sulfate, and MW  is the molecular 

weight (132.14 g/mol). 

The ammonium sulfate was allowed to reach equilibrium with the protein for 3 hours while 

stirring at 4ºC.  The precipitate was then centrifuged with a JA-10 rotor at 8,000 rpm for 
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30 minutes at 4ºC.  Less than 10 mL of HKB (20 mM Hepes pH 7.4 with KOH, 50 mM KCl) 

with one tablet of complete protease inhibitors mini tablet was used per one liter of original 

bacterial broth.  The solution was then clarified by centrifuging with a JA-20 rotor at 15,000 rpm 

for 15 minutes at 4ºC.  Five mL of Talon Ni-NTA resin was equilibrated according to 

manufacturer specifications and mixed with the supernatant for 30 minutes at room temperature 

to bind the ActA to the resin.  The resin was then washed according to manufacturer 

specifications and the protein eluted using HKB with 250 mM imidazole and fractions were 

collected.  Remaining protein was eluted using HKB with 500 mM imidazole and was discarded.  

The kept fractions were measured using a Bradford assay to get a rough estimate of the protein 

concentration.  Fractions with the majority of ActA were dialyzed overnight in HKB and a 

Bradford assay was used to determine the final concentration (76). 

Fluorescent Labeling of ActA-His6-Cys 

Strain DP-L4363 has an additional cysteine group as part of the protein which a thiol group 

was attached to labeling the protein with a fluorophore.  First, the absorbance was measured at 

280 nm and at the wavelength of the fluorophore.  Dithiothreitol was added at 20 times the 

concentration of ActA to break up any cystine formation and incubated at 4ºC for 30 minutes 

while rotating.  Quick dialysis was done to remove DTT by doing 4 dialysis changes over a 

4 hour period using a total of 1 L of HKB.  The maleimide fluorophore was added at a 

concentration of 20 times of ActA and incubated overnight at 4ºC while rotating (wrapped in 

foil).  β-mercaptoethanol was added at 20 times the ActA concentration to bind any remaining 

dye and incubated at 4ºC while rotating for 30 minutes.  Quick dialysis was done as before and 

the absorbance was measured at 280 nm and at the fluorophore wavelength to determine the 

amount of labeling (40). 
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Vesicle Preparation 

Vesicles are formed when a dried lipid layer is exposed to an aqueous solution.  Vesicles 

are made with a rotary evaporator (rotovap) which reduces the pressure of a continuously rotated 

round bottom flask.  Lipids are dried on a round bottom flask and rehydrated with the buffer of 

choice (77).  Making vesicles with 0.1 mg to 0.2 mg of lipids using a 100 mL round bottom flask 

yields a large amount of vesicles per milliliter.  The lipids are then rehydrated with 1 to 2 mL 

buffer.  

Small vesicles were made by filling the rotovap tank with de-ionized water and heating to 

65ºC.  Glass was cleaned by using a modified acid wash technique (74).  The appropriate amount 

of lipids was added to the round bottom flask, attached to the rotovap, and a stream of N2 was 

applied for 5 minutes.  Nitrogen was stopped, a vacuum applied, and the rotovap set to a rotation 

of 60 rpms.  Once the chloroform was evaporated leaving a layer of lipids on the surface the 

flask was removed and placed under a N2 stream for 30 minutes.  Lipids were rehydrated with a 

buffer (Table 3-4) and allowed to rotate on the rotovap for several hours or overnight.  Large 

vesicles were made in the same method as above except using a beaker and no agitation.  The 

vesicles were also allowed to rehydrate undisturbed for 2 to 3 days (78). 

Vesicles have a Ni-NTA lipid incorporated to specifically bind to the His6 tag on ActA.  

ActA was bound to the Ni-NTA lipid by mixing with prepared vesicles and incubating overnight 

at 4ºC without shaking.  If the vesicles and ActA are agitated the vesicles will not be motile 

when added to a motility assay.  Table 3-5 lists the ratios and dilutions used to bind ActA to 

vesicles. 

Motility Assay 

A motility assay is a mixture of components that induces actin polymerization when used 

with an object having ActA bound to the object’s surface.  The motility assay consists of an ATP 
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regenerating component, a protein degradation preventing component, a thiol reducing agent, a 

cell extract, and an object with ActA bound to its surface. 

Creatine kinase 

The creatine kinase mixture is necessary for regenerating ATP from ADP and Pi (79).  The 

creatine kinase mixture was made as a 10x solution containing 100 mM phosphocreatine 

disodium salt hydrate enzymatic, 20 mM ATP, 20 mM EGTA, 20 mM MgCl2, and creatine 

phosphokinase at 51 units/mL.  One tenth of this mixture was mixed with the motility assay to 

produce the correct concentration needed for ATP regeneration.  The mixture was made and 

stored at -70ºC. 

Protease inhibitors and DTT 

Protease inhibitors (PI) are mixed together as a 10x solution with 10 µg/mL for each 

inhibitor leupeptin, chymostatin, and pepstatin A.  The PIs are mixed in DMSO and stored 

at -70ºC.  Dithiothreitol (DTT) is the thiol reducing agent and was made fresh daily to a 

concentration of 100 mM. 

Results 

Several variations of vesicle motility were attempted.  The best results (the most vesicles 

with actin rocket tails) were obtained by diluting BBE by half, an [ActA]/[Ni-NTA] ratio of 0.02, 

and an actin concentration ranging from 3 μM to 5 μM.  We found that ratio of [ActA]/[Ni-NTA] 

cannot be too high or excess ActA will promote actin polymerization in solution (producing 

background filaments), and it cannot be too low or there will not be enough filaments associated 

with a vesicle to visualize the actin rocket tail or produce motility.  An actin concentration in the 

range of 3 μM to 5 μM was found to produce long, fast growing actin rocket tails.  Gel-filtered 

actin and non-gel-filtered actin were compared in motility assays with vesicles and Listeria.  No 

difference was observed in using either actin so non-gel-filtered actin was used throughout this 
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study.  It is likely that the gel-filtered actin did not change motility outcomes because the actin 

was added back to the cell extract, which already contains actin oligomers and other protein that 

are normally removed in gel-filtering. 

Many of the vesicle rocket tails (>50%) were found to emanate from a mass of vesicles 

(Figure 3-3) most likely due to the lipids tendency to aggregate, however, vesicle aggregation did 

not prevent vesicle motility.  The velocity of actin propelled vesicles was determined by using 

actin monomers labeled with different fluorophores.  Vesicles were exposed to one color of actin 

for a few minutes and then another color of actin for a few minutes.  The length of the rocket tail 

for each color was measured and velocities were determined from the amount of time the actin 

was in the flow chamber.  Most vesicles had two color actin rocket tails while a few vesicles 

only incorporated one color of actin and produced short rocket tails (Figure 3-4).  One color 

rocket tails are probably due to lack of filament nucleation (only showing the second color of 

actin added) or a poisoning of the motor protein complex preventing intercalation of new actin 

(only first color of actin appearing in rocket tail).  Figure 3-5 is an actin rocket tail exposed to 

3 μM of actin for 5 minutes of rhodamine labeled actin and then 5 minutes of Oregon-green 

labeled actin with a measured velocity of 2.5 μm/min for the Oregon-green portion and 

3.5 μm/min for the rhodamine portion.  Figure 3-6 shows vesicles exposed to 5 μM of actin for 

3 minutes of rhodamine labeled actin, 2 minutes of Oregon-green labeled actin, and 3 minutes of 

rhodamine labeled actin.  The velocities in the green portion are 3.5 μm/min, 3.1 μm/min, and 

3.3 μm/min.  The velocities of the first rhodamine section (farthest from the vesicle) are 

3.5 μm/min, 3.6 μm/min, and 3.7 μm/min.  The average velocity of 41 actin rocket tails 

(5 ± 1 μM actin) propelling vesicles taken from 8 experiments was 2.8 ± 1 μm/min with a 
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velocity range of 1.2 to 5.2 μm/min (Figure 3-7) and the average radius of the analyzed vesicles 

was 0.4 ± 0.1 μm (Figure 3-8). 

These findings are in agreement with the reaction-diffusion model proposed by Dickinson 

and Purich (43).  In this model, vesicle speed is determined by rate of monomer addition to 

filament ends at the tails center.  This rate is determined by the net rate of monomer addition, 

which is limited by monomer diffusion (with characteristic diffusion length taken as the particle 

radius, R).  Accounting for reaction and diffusion as rate-limiting processes in series, the vesicle 

speed V can be approximated by  

DRk
Cdk

V
f

f

/1 ρ+
≈          (3-5) 

where kf  is the monomer on-rate constant (10 μM-1s-1= 0.017 μm3/s), C is the bulk monomer 

concentration, d = 2.7 nm is the added filament length per monomer, ρ is the filament end 

density (~103 μm-2) at the vesicle surface, and D is the monomer diffusivity in the tail 

(~5 μm2/s).  Parameter values are justified in Dickinson and Purich (43).  The measured speeds 

are plotted against particle size in Figure 3-8 and compared to the predicted speed from 

Equation 3-5.  Although the scatter in the data obscures any dependence on particle size, the 

measured speeds do agree well with the predictions. 

No saltatory motion or tear drop shapes were observed in the analyzed vesicle velocities.  

Although, vesicles were too small to observe possible shape conformations, saltatory motion 

would be apparent in the rocket tail by fluorescent fluctuations in the rocket tail if deformations 

to the vesicle had happened.  This lack of saltatory motion for small vesicles is consistent with 

the findings of Plastino et al. (71), who found saltatory motion of motile particles only for 

diameters exceeding about 3 microns.  This transition was explained by Dickinson & Purich (43) 
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as the result of more-uniform filament elongation rates on the smaller due to smaller diffusion 

gradients. 

Most vesicles observed were either too small to observe fluctuations in vesicle shape or too 

rare to locate larger vesicles in time to capture time-lapse.  Therefore larger vesicles with a shape 

change from actin filaments were observed after polymerization had come to a stop, although 

only a handful of these events were observed.  Figure 3-10 shows vesicles with actin tails that 

have variations in fluorescent intensity along the tail length.  The brighter portions (in the shape 

of a tear drop) in the rocket tails are from an accumulation of actin filaments.  For fluorescent 

fluctuations to occur, the vesicle forward motion must lag while filaments continue to 

polymerize.  

Larger vesicles (>3 μm) were successfully prepared (Figure 3-11), but there was 

insufficient time for enough experiments to allow detailed analysis of motility.  Of the large 

motile vesicles created, some vesicles were observed to be distended as if in transition to a tear 

drop shape or conformation change. 

Discussion 

As argued in Dickinson & Purich (43), the observations of saltatory motion in vesicles 

arise naturally from the actoclampin model which proposes filaments are persistently attached to 

the surface.  Filaments along the periphery have a consistent supply of actin monomers whereas 

interior filaments must wait for monomers to diffuse through the rocket tail (without being 

incorporated into other filaments) before elongation can occur.  Monomer diffusion creates an 

actin monomer gradient with a lower concentration of monomers available to the interior 

filaments as compared to the exterior filaments.  Lagging interior filaments prevent the rear of 

the vesicle from moving forward while exterior filaments continue to push the rest of the vesicle 
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forward creating the tear drop shape which is a result of diffusion-limited filament elongation 

instead of stress-dependent filament elongation (58). 

Although surface forces could not be determined in our experiments, the velocity of 

vesicles could be measured by determining rocket tail growth from fluorescent color change.  

The average velocity of vesicles was 2.8 ± 1 μm/min with a velocity range of 1.2 to 5.2 μm/min 

(Figure 3-7) with a noted higher velocity associated with the rhodamine portion of the actin 

rocket tail (Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6).  This velocity difference could be due to the actin 

monomer (labeled with rhodamine) being more competent or possibly actin labeled with 

different fluorophores incorporated into actin filaments at different rates.  The vesicle velocity 

versus vesicle radius (Figure 3-8) agrees with theoretical predictions (43), as did the lack of 

saltatory motion of these vesicles smaller than 1 to 2 μm in diameter.  These smaller vesicles are 

reaction-limited and not diffusion-limited, which would create the characteristic tear drop shape 

observed for large vesicles.  Giardini et al. (41) reported an average velocity of 3 μm/min 

ranging from 0.6 to 4.2 μm/min while Upadhyaya et al. (40) reported 0.8 ± 0.2 μm/min.  While 

the results of this study are more in line with Giardini et al., Upadhyaya et al. could have 

reported a slower velocity because they observed larger vesicles or because their motility assay 

was not as potent thereby reducing the actin polymerization rates.  Other groups have reported 

velocities of actin propelled beads (1 to 6 μm/min) (33) and actin propelled Listeria 

(3.0 ± 0.2 μm/min) (59), similar to the velocities we found for vesicle motility.  This similarity of 

actin propelled velocities among different types of particles of different size suggests that actin 

polymerization depends primarily on the actin concentration and not on the type of cargo being 

propelled.



 

Table 3-1.  Necessary ratios for a parallel dilution to perform a Bradford assay using a stock of 
0.2 mg/mL BSA. 

Concentration 
  (µg/mL) 

Volume 
  BSA (µl) 

Volume 
  H2O (µl) 

 

0  0  1000  
1  5  995  
5  25  975  

10  50  950  
15  75  925  
20  100  900  
25  125  875  

 

Table 3-2.  List of buffer volumes based on 1 kg of rabbit muscle. 
Buffer Volume (L)  
Extraction 5   
NaHCO3 4   
Tris 8   
Acetone 12   
H2O 40   

 

Table 3-3.  Reference table for amount (g) of ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) to add at 4ºC. 
0% 26.3 53.4 81.2 109.9 139.5 170.0 201.4 233.8 267.3 301.8 337.5

 5% 26.7 54.1 82.4 111.6 141.6 172.6 204.6 237.6 271.6 306.8
  10% 27.0 54.9 83.7 113.3 143.8 175.3 207.9 241.4 276.1
   15% 27.5 55.8 85.0 115.1 146.1 178.2 211.2 245.4
    20% 27.9 56.6 86.3 116.9 148.5 181.1 214.7
    25% 28.3 57.5 87.6 118.8 150.9 184.1
    30% 28.7 58.4 89.1 120.7 153.4
    35% 29.2 59.4 90.5 122.7
    40% 29.7 60.3 92.0
    45% 30.1 61.3
     50% 30.6
     55%
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Table 3-4.  Differences in experimental procedure for vesicle motility. 
 Giardini et al. (41) Upadhyaya et al. (40) 

Extract used Xenopus laevis egg 
cytoplasm Bovine brain 

Motile vesicle size 1 to 5 µm 1 to 5 µm 

Rehydrating buffer 

10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 
100 mM 

NaCl/13%(w/w) 
sucrose 

20 mM Hepes, pH 7.4 
  100 mM KCl/1 mM MgCl2 

ActA labeling Alexa 488  
  succinimidyl-ester Fluorescein maleimide 

Vesicle sizing 5 cycle freeze-thaw 1 min. @ 1000×g centrifugation 
Lipid molar %, MW:   
Phosphatidylcholine 46%, 760.09 90%, 760.09 
Chloesterol 50%, 386.66   0% 
(Fluorescein or Oregon Green)-

phosphatidylethanolamine   2%, 744.05   0.5%, 1086.25 

Ni-NTA   2%, 1057.02 10%, 1057.02 
 

Table 3-5.  ActA conjugation with vesicles. 
[ActA] 
[NTA] 

Dilution of 
Vesicles [NTA] [ActA] ActA 

(µl) 
Total 
(µl) 

Vesicle 
(µl) 

Rehydrating 
Buffer (µl)

0.02 0.5 3.25 0.065 1 107.7 53.8 52.8
0.02 0.2 1.30 0.026 1 269.2 53.8 214.4
0.02 0.1 0.65 0.013 1 538.5 53.8 483.6
0.10 0.5 3.25 0.325 1 21.5 10.8 9.8
0.10 0.2 1.30 0.130 1 53.8 10.8 42.1
0.10 0.1 0.65 0.065 1 107.7 10.8 95.9
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Figure 3-1.  Unilamellar bilipid layer vesicle with a portion expanded to show the configuration 

of lipids. 

 
Figure 3-2.  Vesicle conformation change.  A) Vesicle in solution with no external forces and 

membrane tension balanced with osmotic pressure.  B) Vesicle deformed by actin 
rocket tail.  C) Hypothetical forces on a vesicle surface from actin polymerization 
(40, 41).  Red arrows designate a compressive force, blue arrows designate an 
extending force. 
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Figure 3-3.  Vesicles emanating from a central vesicle mass. 

 
Figure 3-4.  Vesicles exposed to rhodamine actin and then Oregon-green actin. 
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Figure 3-5.  Color change experiment with vesicles exposed to 5 minutes of rhodamine labeled 

actin and then 5 minutes of Oregon-green labeled actin (3 μM actin). 

 
Figure 3-6.  Color change experiment with vesicles exposed to 3 minutes of rhodamine labeled 

actin, then 2 minutes of Oregon-green labeled actin, then 3 minutes of rhodamine 
labeled actin (5 μM actin). 
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Figure 3-7.  Histogram of vesicle velocities. 
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Figure 3-8.  Vesicle velocities versus vesicle radius with data (circles) and the theoretical 

velocity maximum (line (5 μm)) (43). 

 
Figure 3-9.  Theoretical particle velocity at different actin concentrations (43). 
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Figure 3-10.  Overlay of rhodamine labeled actin propelling an Oregon-green labeled vesicle.  

The red spheres are points of accumulating actin due to lagging of the trailing 
vesicle edge. 

 

Figure 3-11.  Large unlabeled vesicles conjugated with green fluorescent ActA propelled by 
rhodamine labeled actin.   



 

CHAPTER 4 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF ACTIN FILAMENTS  

Introduction  

A key distinction between the actoclampin model and free filament models for actin 

polymerization and force generation is whether elongating filament ends are tethered to the 

motile surface.  Several groups have analyzed actin rocket tails propelling beads (32, 33, 35, 36, 

80) but have not reduced the number of actin filaments to show single filament interaction with a 

motile surface.  We show that by optimizing bead size and biochemical conditions, we can 

observe single actin filament (+)-ends binding and staying persistently attached (throughout 

several washes and treatment) to the surface of a bead under an electron microscope (EM).   

An electron microscope functions the same as optical microscopes except EM uses a beam 

of electrons instead of light.  The electron beam is created by a cathode (tungsten filament) and 

accelerated by a positive electrical potential through a vacuum (which reduces beam scatter) and 

is then focused on the sample by electromagnets (magnetic lens) (81).  In transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), the electron beam is scattered as it passes through the sample and the signal 

is collected, resulting in an image.  With scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the beam is 

scattered by the sample as it is scanned across the sample surface, but instead of passing through, 

it is reflected and the signal is collected.  If the sample has a high atomic weight (such as a 

metal) then details can be resolved down to the Angstrom level (82).  A biomaterial sample will 

not have a high atomic weight in comparison to metal and will not scatter enough of the electron 

beam to produce an image.  Therefore, the sample must be coated with a metal to increase the 

amount of electron scatter.  Because the sample is blanketed with a metal coating, some fine 

details are concealed even though resolution of 5 nm is achieved.  With the resolution of this 
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technique, single filaments can be distinguished from bundles of filaments and the orientation of 

filament to bead was determined.  

Cameron et al. (33) observed actin propelled polystyrene beads by EM under conditions 

that reduced the number of filaments in contact with the bead surface to as few as 5 filaments 

appearing bound to the particle surface by their (+)-ends, and even single-filament tails on  

50-nm beads.  These findings are difficult to explain by the Brownian ratchet model (45), so 

Cameron et al. (33) suggested filaments might be adding monomers between transient tight 

associations with the surface.  Consistent with this explanation, they reported that many of the 

beads were devoid of filaments and many branched filaments lacked beads suggesting filaments 

nucleated at the beads surface but were subsequently detached.  An alternative explanation is the 

filaments elongated for some period of time before detaching spontaneously.  

The observed detachment in the Cameron et al. experiments may be explained by the 

method by which beads were functionalized and treated.  First, ActA was ionically bound to the 

bead surface which is much weaker than a covalent bond.  ActA could dissociate from the bead 

surface or some beads may not end up with a functional ActA on the surface at all.  Second, 

beads were not bound to the substrate so many of the single filaments attached to beads could 

have been washed out in EM treatment. 

We have performed a systematic EM study to determine whether single filament elongate 

processively from 50-nm ActA-coated beads.  ActA was covalently bound to the bead surface 

allowing for a much stronger surface to protein bond.  Beads were bound to the glass surface to 

prevent wash out of sample during EM treatment.  Silica beads were used for a stronger covalent 

bond to ActA (silanation) and a reliable method to purify beads from excess ActA and bind 

beads to a glass substrate (silica density is greater than polystyrene). 
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Materials and Methods 

Functionalized 500 nm Beads 

Five-hundred-nm amino modified polystyrene beads (Polysciences cat#07763) were 

diluted with Mops buffer (MB - 100 mM Mops pH 7.0 with KOH).  The diluted particles were 

centrifuged with a tabletop centrifuge at 14,000 rpm at 4ºC for 5 minutes to pellet.  The 

supernatant was discarded and beads were resuspend in MB and centrifuged as before.  

Twenty mM bis(sulfosuccinimidyl suberate) (BS3) was prepared in MB during centrifugation 

just before use.  The supernatant was discarded and beads were resuspended in MB 

supplemented to 2 mM BS3 and incubated at room temperature with shaking for 15 minutes. 

The beads were centrifuged as before.  ActA was diluted to about 200 to 250 µg/ml in MB 

to an equivalent volume used when charging the particles.  Beads were resuspend in prepared 

ActA and incubated one hour at room temperature with shaking.  The beads were centrifuged as 

before.  The supernatant was removed and the absorbance was measured to determine the 

amount of remaining protein in solution.  Beads were resuspended in glycine methyl ester 

(GME) in MB (MB with 100 mM GME) then centrifuged as before and aspirated.  The GME 

washing step was repeated one more time and then again using only MB.  Beads were then 

resuspended in bovine brain extract buffer (BBEB - 20 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 

EGTA, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM CaCl2, and 150 mM sucrose).  Beads were stored in a sealed tube 

with parafilm at 4ºC and are typically functional for one to two weeks. 

Preparation of Listeria monocytogenes Overexpressing ActA 

 Listeria was prepared as described in Chapter 3.  Listeria growth was stopped once in the 

log phase growth and was washed twice with phosphate buffer saline (PBS).  Listeria was killed 

with a 20 minute incubation in 10 mM iodoacetic acid (83).  Listeria was washed three times 

with PBS and diluted to 1/5 the original volume in BBEB (84) and stored at -70ºC. 
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Functionalized 50 nm Beads 

A 95% ethanol solution was prepared and the pH adjusted to 4.5 to 5.5 using acetic acid 

(CH3COOH).  Two percent 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APES) in 95% ethanol solution was 

prepared and mixed for 15 minutes.  Beads (Polysciences cat#24040 stock is at 5.63% (v/v)) 

were then diluted 10x with 95% ethanol.  Beads were washed two times with 95% ethanol and 

pulse sonicated between washes (30 pulses at 20% level 1 power).  The beads were then 

aspirated and the APES solution was added and mixed for 3 minutes.  The functionalized beads 

were washed two times with 95% ethanol and pulse sonicated between washes (30 pulses at 20% 

level 1 power).  The supernatant was removed and beads allowed to cure overnight at room 

temperature in humidity <60% (alternative is to heat to 100ºC for 30-60 minutes to cure).  Beads 

were then resuspended in water, pulse sonicated (30 pulses at 20% on level 1 power), and stored 

at 4ºC. 

ActA and BSA Conjugated to 50 nm Beads 

The beads surface was activated with 0.2% glutaraldehyde and incubated at room 

temperature for 30 minutes while shaking.  The beads were then washed in BBEB and pulse 

sonicated (30 pulses at 20% level 1 power).  The amount of protein to add to the beads was 

determined by first calculating the surface area of beads by taking the product of the volume of 

stock beads and surface area of one bead by the volume of one bead (0.338 m2 for 50 μL of 

5.63% (v/v) stock beads).  The mass/area of ActA (0.905 mg/m2) was then determined by taking 

the molecular weight of ActA (68,000 g/mol for ActA (85) and 66,000 g/mol for BSA (86)) 

divided by the circumference of the Stokes radius of ActA (6.3 nm for ActA (85) and 3.5 nm for 

BSA (86)).  The product of bead area and protein mass/area resulted in the theoretical amount of 

protein to coat the beads.  Protein was added to the beads and incubated for 45 minutes at room 

temperature while shaking.  The beads were then washed in BBEB (the supernatant was saved to 
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test the amount of protein not bound) and pulse sonicated.  If beads were to be fluorescently 

labeled, the fluorescent BSA was calculated and conjugated to the bead at this point.  Beads were 

then washed 2 times in 100 mM GME in BBEB and pulse sonicated between washes.  Beads 

were washed once more in BBEB and stored at 4ºC. 

Flow Chamber for Exchange Experiments 

Flow chambers were made using parafilm or double sided tape arranged in two parallel 

lines as support for a cover slip on top of a microscope slide.  A pipette was used to introduce 

material to the flow chamber while filter paper was used to extract the fluid creating the flow.  

To bind beads or Listeria in the flow chamber, the cover slip was first treated with APES and 

glutaraldehyde (vesicles will adsorb to the glass surface and no glass treatment is necessary).  

Three-aminopropyltriethoxysilane treated cover slips were made by exposing clean cover slips to 

a 2% APES in 95% ethanol solution (APES solution was mixed for 15 minutes prior) for 

2 minutes.  Cover slips were then washed in a porcelain tray 2 times with 95% ethanol in a 

beaker.  Excess liquid was removed and cover slips incubated overnight at room temperature 

unsealed for curing (humidity <60%). 

Beads / Listeria with Actin Rocket Tails 

An APES cover slip was charged with 2% glutaraldehyde for 20 minutes at room 

temperature.  The cover slip was washed with water, a flow chamber prepared, and diluted ActA 

beads/Listeria were flowed through (an appropriate bead/Listeria cover slip surface coverage 

was determined by testing different dilutions) and incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes.  

Excess binding sites were quenched with BBEB containing 100 mM GME for 20 minutes.  The 

chamber was washed with BBEB and a motility assay was added (Chapter 3) for the desired 

amount of polymerization time. 
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Preparation of Sample for Viewing with EM 

Two percent glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer was added to the flow 

chamber for 20 minutes.  A 0.1% tannic acid was then added for 20 minutes and rinsed with 

3 exchanges of water.  Uranyl acetate (UA) at 0.2% was added for 20 minutes (87).  The entire 

slide was submerged in water and the cover slip removed.  A metal cage with lens paper at the 

bottom was submerged in the water and the cover slip was placed inside the cage sample side up 

(never exposed to air).  Several samples were stacked in the cage separated by lens paper 

(including lens paper to cover the top cover slip).  The cage containing samples was transferred 

to a 10% ethanol solution and incubated with mixing for 5 minutes.  The cage was then 

transferred in series to 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 2 times in 100% for 5 minutes each, then 

0.2% UA in 100% ethanol for 20 minutes, and finally 2 times in molecular sieved 100% ethanol 

for 5 minutes each (87).  At this point the samples were optionally placed at 4ºC overnight. 

Critical point dryer (CPD) 

The CPD was filled with molecular sieved 100% ethanol and the cage containing the 

samples was placed in the CPD and sealed.  Liquid CO2 was added until all ethanol was removed 

from the chamber.  The temperature and pressure was increased to the critical point of CO2.  CO2 

gas was removed until completely evacuated.  The sample was removed and either coated for 

SEM or TEM or placed in a desiccator until coating was done. 

Sputter coating for SEM 

The cover slip with sample was placed on a 13 mm SEM stub using double sided tape to 

affix (sample side up).  The sample was then placed in the sputter coated and filled with argon 

gas.  The pressure was then reduced and the sample was sputter coated with gold palladium at 

45 milliamps for 30 seconds.  The sample was then imaged using SEM. 
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Rotary shadow for TEM 

Samples were placed in a rotary shadower at an angle of 45º for platinum coating.  The 

chamber was evacuated and the sample was coated with carbon platinum with a setting of 2.1 kV 

and 60 mA.  Samples were coated with a 5 nm thickness of platinum which was monitored using 

a quartz thickness monitor.  The sample angle was adjusted to 90º for carbon coating with a 

setting of 1.9 kV and 90 mA.  The sample was coated for 8 seconds resulting in approximately a 

5 nm coating of carbon (to prevent sample from breaking apart). 

Post shadowing / pre TEM treatment 

A razor blade was used to cut 0.5 mm2 sections from edge to edge across the entire surface 

of the metal coated sample.  Areas that did not contain sample were colored with a black marker.  

The cover slip (sample side up) was floated on 10% hydrofluoric acid (HF) until the glass cover 

slip sank (about 15 minutes).  A platinum loop was used to transfer the floating pieces to water.  

Again the platinum loop was used to transfer pieces to a 100% solution of bleach (6.13% sodium 

hypochlorite (NaOCl)) and incubated for one hour.  Pieces were transferred to water and then 

placed on polyvinyl formal coated 200 mesh TEM grids.  Grid containing samples were dried 

overnight at room temperature and later viewed with TEM with a voltage of 75 kV. 

Polyvinyl Formal Coated TEM Copper Grids 

Polyvinyl formal coated copper 200 mesh grids were used as support for samples in TEM 

imaging.  To coat grids with polyvinyl formal, formvar (0.25% to 0.4% (w/v)) was mixed with 

chloroform in a glass container large enough for a microscope slide to be submersed.  A glass 

microscope slide was cleaned using 70% ethanol dried with a Kim wipe.  The slide was coated 

with a household cleaning solution and polished with lens paper to prevent the plastic from 

sticking strongly to the glass surface when trying to separate in water.  The glass slide was 

dipped into the polyvinyl formal and allowed to incubate for a few seconds.  The slide was then 
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removed at a constant velocity to give a smooth uniform coating.  The faster the slide is removed 

the thicker the film will be on the slide.  Thicker layers were formed by dipping the slide several 

times (allowing the chloroform to evaporate between dips).  A sharp metal edge was used (such 

as the edge of tweezers or a razor blade) to scrape the edges of the glass slide and to cut across 

the middle of the slide so the film will separate.  At approximately a 30º to 45º angle to the water 

the slide was slowly submersed causing the film to separate from the slide and float away.  Grids 

were placed on the film (rough side up, shiny side down) avoiding any discontinuities in the film 

and avoiding film edges.  A note card or parafilm cut to the size of the film was placed on top 

and in a sweeping motion the card was dunked and rotated up to pull the grids and film out of the 

water on top of the card or parafilm which was then dried for 24 hours. 

Filament Shearing from Fluid Flow 

Based on EM images, filaments are obviously affected by the treatment for TEM because 

filaments tend to line up in the same direction (Figure 4-7).  To determine if the treatment 

velocity is enough to shear a filament from the bead a simple Poiseuille flow was used to 

determine the amount of shear exerted on the filament.  The velocity of flow through the 

chamber was solved 

( Hzzu y −
−

= 2

2μ
)β          (4-1) 

where β is the pressure drop, μ is the viscosity of the fluid (assumed to be as viscous as water, 

0.01 g/cm·s), z is the position in the flow chamber, and H is the height of the flow chamber 

(~200 μm).  To estimate the pressure drop, the average velocity through the flow chamber is 

approximated to be 0.25 cm/s based on a standard flow chamber with a volume of 15 μL, flow 

time of 10 s, chamber width of 3 mm, and chamber height of 200 μm.  Taking the average of 
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Equation 4-7, the pressure drop is calculated to be 7.5 Pa/cm.  With a basic understanding of the 

flow chamber, the drag on the filament from the fluid motion is calculated (88) 

( ) yd uM
A
LF ⋅=

−1

2ln
4πμ          (4-2) 

where L is the filament length (10 μm), A is the aspect ratio of the filament (length/diameter), 

M-1 is the resistance matrix, and Fd is the drag force resulting in a drag force on the filament of 

30 fN.  This small amount of force may be enough to align filaments but is not enough to 

separate an attached filament which can withstand at least 8 times this amount of extension force 

(40). 

Results 

As a positive control for motility from substratum-bound particles, Listeria was bound to a 

glass surface, exposed to a motility assay, and further treated for viewing with TEM (Figure 4-1 

and Figure 4-2).  Approximately 10% of Listeria observed using TEM grew actin rocket tails, 

which is similar to what is observed with bound Listeria using light microscopy.  Some Listeria 

broke free of the glass slide and grew long twisting rocket tails (Figure 4-1).  A biomimetic 

system using ActA-coated 500-nm polystyrene beads was developed to emulate Listeria 

actin-based motility.  The 500-nm polystyrene beads were attached to a glass surface and 

exposed to a motility assay.  The biomimetic particles produced actin rocket tails similar to the 

Listeria rocket tails (Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-6).  These large particles produced too many 

filaments to observe single filament interactions with the surface.  The number of filaments was 

reduced by reducing the bead size from 500 nm to 200 nm which produced beads with fewer 

filaments but still too many to give conclusive evidence of filament attachment.  The particles 

were reduced again from 200 nm to 50 nm which resulted in only a few filaments associated 

with each bead. 
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Filament density was also controlled by adjusting the ActA surface density, the extract 

concentration, and the actin polymerization incubation time.  The optimal ActA density for 

observing single filaments corresponded to approximately 13 ActA proteins per bead.  The 

extract was used at full strength and actin concentrations in the range of 3 μM to 5 μM produced 

single actin filaments quickly (less than one minute) (Figure 4-7 to Figure 4-9).  To further 

control the number of filaments, the actin polymerization incubation time was adjusted.  To 

determine the incubation time necessary to achieve one filament per bead, a time study was done 

by incubating the beads with a motility assay for 1 minute, 2 minutes, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 

20 minutes, and 35 minutes.  Due to the large number of filaments observed on the beads at time 

points 20 minutes and 35 minutes, only time points 1 minute thru 10 minutes were analyzed. 

To prevent human bias, 25 random images at each time point were taken.  For each image, 

number of particles, filament length, and number of filaments per particle were measured.  The 

average filament length was not statistically different between the four time points.  The 

histogram of filament lengths is shown in Figure 4-10.  For filament lengths larger than 

~100 nm, the distribution appears to be exponential which is consistent with a Poisson 

distribution of elongation times.  The lower counts of shorter filaments less than 100 nm suggest 

that filaments grow for several subunits before stopping.  At each time point the average filament 

length is ~500 nm, but based on velocities we have determined, a length of 500 nm would 

correspond to 10 seconds of growth.  Velocities determined for vesicles represent the growth rate 

of an ensemble of filaments where some filaments could be lagging, slowing the overall growth 

rate so single filaments could possibly be elongating at even faster rates.  Therefore we can 

surmise that the majority of filaments have stopped growing by the time of fixation consistent 

with the reported histogram (Figure 4-10). 
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The average filament number per beads with filaments increased over time, due to new 

filaments initiating and polymerizing from the surface (Figure 4-11).  To quantify the apparent 

increase of filaments, the number of filaments was normalized to the number of beads which 

resulted in a steady increase of filaments per bead (Figure 4-12).  Next we quantified free 

filaments and found on average 7% of observed filaments were not bound to any bead 

(Figure 4-12).  The number of free filaments decreased over time which could be due to fewer 

binding sites available for free filaments to attach.  The lack of binding sites could arise from 

excess protein or extract sticking to the substrate preventing filament attachment.  The histogram 

in Figure 4-13 shows the number of filaments per bead increases due to longer incubation times.  

To confirm ActA coated beads are initiating filament growth, the same motility experiment was 

tested replacing ActA coated beads with APES/glutaraldehyde treated beads or BSA treated 

beads.  No filaments were observed in either case on beads or on the substrate surface.  Filament 

polarity determined by myosin subfragment-1 (S1) was attempted but a conclusive result was not 

found (the attempted protocols and outcomes are presented in Appendix B). 

Discussion 

Analysis of several hundred images and several thousand single filaments attached to 

beads shows a persistent attachment of filaments to particles.  These filaments reached a 

steady-state polymerization rate within a few minutes.  The observed filament lengths ranged 

from 100 nm up to 4 μm.  In order for a filament to polymerize to a length of 4 μm at a growth 

rate of about 3 μm/min (Chapter 3), the filament must be associated with the bead for 1,400 

monomer additions over more than a minute time period.  The distribution in filament lengths, 

with the exception of fewer numbers of shorter filaments, can be explained by filaments 

nucleating and ceasing elongation at random times with constant rates.  The fewer shorter 

filaments suggests filaments grow for many cycles before stopping.  Shorter filaments either 
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nucleated at a later time in the incubation period, or possibly the motor protein (ActA·VASP) 

was phosphorylated (89) preventing continued filament elongation, or some other unknown 

cause stopped polymerization.  Even though filaments have stopped elongating after a relatively 

short period, (on average ~10 s before elongation has stopped) the filaments are still strongly 

associated with the bead surface even after the several washes and treatments for EM.  Single 

filaments emanating from 50 nm beads before EM treatment and fixation are observed using 

total internal fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) (Figure 4-14) suggesting filaments are not being 

detached from the beads due to further treatments. 

The observation that filaments stay persistently bound to a bead surface after 

polymerization has ceased sheds light on what could be happening in an ensemble of filaments in 

an actin rocket tail.  In an assay of 500 nm particles (polystyrene beads or vesicles such as 

Figure 3-4) with actin rocket tails, some particles have long rocket tails while others have short 

dilated rocket tails.  These shorter rocket tails could arise from a few quiescent filaments that 

prevent the forward motion of the particle.  Once a few filaments have stopped polymerizing but 

are still persistently bound to the particle surface, other active filaments may continue to 

polymerize until the filaments become so compressed that additional monomers are not able to 

intercalate.  The dilated short tails could be due to the continued polymerization of filaments 

while other seized filaments prevent forward motion. 

These findings are direct evidence that filaments polymerize while persistently attached to 

a motile surface and cannot be accounted for by a free-ended filament model, in which case the 

filament end would quickly diffuse away from the bead before this length was achieved.  The 

number of filament-particle associations would become almost impossible to encounter.  On 

average, 93% of observed filaments had ends associated with a bead.  If filaments were not 
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polymerized at the surface of the bead but were instead polymerized in solution and later 

associating with the bead surface then there would be a much higher incidence of filaments not 

associated with a bead.   

At longer polymerization times, several filaments were observed associated with a single 

bead, although some beads had no filaments, which could be due to the functionality and 

orientation of ActA on the bead surface.  Unaltered ActA produced by Listeria has a 

transmembrane portion that orients ActA in the correct position on the surface of the bacteria 

(16, 18, 19).  In this study, ActA was randomly covalently bound to the bead surface which 

could prevent functionality and prevent filament polymerization if ActA is not oriented correctly 

on the bead surface.  Beads with no filaments could have either no ActA bound or have ActA 

bound that is not in a functional orientation.  The increase in filament number with time 

demonstrates that filaments continue to nucleate over time (Figure 4-13).  Cameron et al. (33) 

were unable to observe several instances of single filaments attached to beads most likely due to 

their approach of binding ActA to the bead surface and not having a method to prevent wash out 

of sample from EM treatment.  This study, however, has shown thousands of single filaments 

associated with beads, which supports the actoclampin model and persistent filament attachment. 
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Figure 4-1.  Listeria (top right of image) freed from the substrate surface (possibly by the actin 

rocket tail) is propelled by an actin rocket tail jutting from a larger actin network. 

 
Figure 4-2.  Listeria with a small actin comet tail in its early stages.   
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Figure 4-3.  A 500 nm polystyrene bead with an actin cloud viewed using TEM. 

 
Figure 4-4.  A 500 nm polystyrene bead with an actin rocket tail viewed using TEM. 
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Figure 4-5.  Two actin rocket tails converge. 

 
Figure 4-6.  Three 500 nm polystyrene beads combine to form one actin rocket tail. 
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Figure 4-7.  Single actin filaments emanating from 50 nm silica beads. 

 
Figure 4-8.  A single actin filament associated with a single 50 nm silica bead. 
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Figure 4-9.  Several single actin filaments associated with single 50 nm silica beads.  The scale 

bar is 300 nm. 

 
Figure 4-10.  Histogram of filament lengths with bin size of 100 nm.  A) One minute actin 

polymerization with 66 filaments.  B) Two minute actin polymerization with 
117 filaments.  C) Five minute actin polymerization with 180 filaments (one outlier 
of 4.7 μm not shown on graph).  D) Ten minute actin polymerization with 215 
filaments.  Graphs A, B, and D have the same axes values as graph C. 
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Figure 4-11.  Filament number per bead versus time.  Blue triangles represent the average 

number of filaments per beads with filaments and black squares represent total 
number of filaments per total number of beads. 
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Figure 4-12.  Number of filaments normalized to the total number of beads versus time.  Blue 

diamonds represent beads with filaments per total bead count and black triangles 
represent free filaments per total number of filaments. 
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Figure 4-13.  Histogram of the number of filaments attached to a bead versus time. 
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Figure 4-14.  Time lapse of single actin filaments emanating from 50 nm beads.  Beads are 

labeled with rhodamine and actin is labeled with Oregon-green.  Motility assay 
started and focused after 4 minutes.  Images taken at 20 second intervals. 

 



 

CHAPTER 5 
SINGLE ACTIN FILAMENT POLARIZATION DETERMINED BY MULTIPLE LABELED 

ACTIN MONOMERS INCORPORATED INTO ACTIN FILAMENTS 

Introduction 

As shown with EM images, single filaments emanating from 50 nm ActA-coated particles 

could be observed and characterized.  Although EM provides nanometer details, the system is 

not dynamic and polarity of the filaments can not be easily determined.  Determining filament 

polarity is important to establish whether filament (+)-ends are attached and elongating by 

insertional polymerization at the bead surface, as would be expected in an end tracking motor 

such as ActA·VASP, or instead (-)-ends are attached and filaments are growing with free ends 

away from the beads.  For example, Brown and Spudich (90) showed polylysine coated 

polystyrene beads with the majority of (+)-ends of filaments pointing away from the bead 

surface.  In their experiments, polylysine nucleated actin filaments and caused an increase in 

polymerization but does not orient the filament at the bead surface.  

Our strategy for determining at which end actin is adding onto tethered filaments was to 

expose the bound ActA-functionalized beads to a cell extract containing fluorescent actin of one 

color for a few minutes, then switch to an extract containing actin of another color for a few 

minutes.  The resulting filaments were then observed under total internal reflection fluorescence 

(TIRF) microscopy, which has been successfully applied previously to single filament dynamics 

(54, 74) as well as insertional polymerization by substratum-bound formins (91, 92).  Similarly, 

motor proteins (actin and myosin) were visualized using a two-color assay with TIRF (93) and 

the recruitment and dynamics of various components of actin polymerization (including 

N-WASP and Arp2/3) was studied using a two-color assay visualized with TIRF (94). 

Figure 5-1 illustrates some possible outcomes of a two-color single actin filament 

experiment, here assuming green actin is added first followed by red actin.  If the elongating 
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(+)-end is located at the bead surface, a span of red F-actin would appear next to the bead 

adjacent to green span farther from the bead (Figure 5-1A).  On the other hand, if the (-)-end is 

bound to the bead surface, the colors would be reversed with the green span bound to the bead 

(Figure 5-1B).  A similar result would appear if the filament were initially side-bound to the bead 

(Figure 5-1C), in which case green filament spans would appear on both sides of the bead and 

red adjacent to one span.  It is also possible that the filament both nucleates and stops elongating 

while exposed to one color or the other, thereby producing a filament of uniform color 

(Figure 5-1D).  Finally, two separate filaments could polymerize from the surface of the bead but 

overlap and appear indistinguishable as one filament.  If the two filaments were of different 

colors, the conjoined filaments would appear as a yellow filament adjacent to the bead and the 

single-filament span would be either red or green away from the bead, depending on whether the 

longer filament grew before or after the color change (Figure 5-1E). 

These possible outcomes are assuming negligible (-)-end growth or shrinkage from 

ATP-actin or ADP-actin.  Pollard et al. (95) determined the polymerization rates of ATP-actin at 

the (-)-end to be k+ = 1.3 µM-1s-1 and k- = 0.8 s-1 and polymerization rates of ADP-actin at the 

(-)-end to be k+ = 0.16 µM-1s-1 and k- = 0.27 s-1.  For ADP-actin, the on rate is slightly less than 

the off rate causing a slow depolymerization of ADP-actin from the (-)-end, however, so slow 

that depolymerization would not be noticeable.  The on rate of ATP-actin is slightly more than 

the off rate of ATP-actin causing a slow polymerization of ATP-actin at the (-)-end but 

polymerization at the (+)-end is 10 times greater than at the (-)-end so considerably more 

polymerization occurs at the (+)-end.  If (-)-end addition was noticeable, then the insertional 

polymerization case (Figure 5-1A) would merely have a short red portion on the end of the tail.  

Filament orientation could still be determined by the much longer red portion near the bead 
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designating (+)-end growth.  A three section filament consisting of one fluorescent actin split by 

another was not seen in any of the experiments. 

All two color filaments observed in this study resulted in the correct orientation for actin to 

be insertionally polymerized at the bead surface (Figure 5-1A and Figure 5-5).  These results 

combined with EM images (Chapter 4) indicate single actin filaments are persistently attached 

while actin is insertionally polymerized, consistent with the actoclampin model. 

Materials and Methods 

Color Change Assay 

ActA functionalized 50 nm beads were bound to a flow chamber as described in Chapter 4.  

Actin was labeled with either Oregon-green or rhodamine (Chapter 3).  A motility assay with 

5 μM non-labeled actin (black actin) was flowed through the chamber for 2 minutes.  Then, a 

motility assay with 5 μM Oregon-green actin (green actin) was flowed through the chamber for 

1 to 2 minutes.  Next, a motility assay with 5 μM rhodamine actin (red actin) was flowed through 

the chamber for 1 to 2 minutes.  The order of actin addition to the flow chamber did not prevent 

intercalation of actin monomers to produce two color single filaments.  Last, 1% glutaraldehyde 

was flowed through the chamber to fix the filaments.  Samples were viewed within 1 minute of 

preparation using TIRF. 

Image Analysis 

Several macros were created to analyze images using NIH ImageJ software (Appendix C).  

To better visualize filaments a macro was created to apply a high pass and low pass filter to 

remove low and high frequencies from images.  The laser used for TIRF produced a higher 

signal in the center of the image than at the edges creating a low frequency background that was 

removed by a high pass filter (Figure 5-2 had a high pass filter applied to the image).  The high 

pass filter removed frequencies larger than 50 pixels.  When the setting for the high pass filter 
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was changed to remove frequencies greater than 50 pixels, the outcome of the image did not 

change.  Background fluorescence and small particles produced specs of noise in all of the 

images.  These were removed using a low pass filter which filtered objects smaller than 3 pixels 

(Figure 5-3 had a low pass filter applied to the image).  The combination of the high and low 

pass filters greatly increased the number of filaments that could be observed per field of view 

(Figure 5-4 is the combination of low and high pass filters on an image).  The brightness and 

contrast for each image was optimized to show the filament. 

A line scan of each filament was done to show fluorescence intensity.  Fluorescence 

intensity varied in different regions of the image and varied between the two fluorophores used 

in experiments.  Therefore fluorescence was normalized for each line scan by taking each 

fluorescent value and dividing by the maximum value along the line scan (for each color).  This 

normalized data was then plotted (Figure 5-6 to Figure 5-9) to show relative intensity along the 

filament length and to show the fluorescent actin farthest from the bead was not connected to the 

bead other than through the other fluorescent actin.  Bead count was done using a macro to 

threshold for yellow beads and a circle counter was used to tally yellow bead events 

(Figure 5-10) as well as beads were counted by hand for verification.  Single filaments were 

counted by hand for each image. 

Results 

There are several advantages to fixing filaments with glutaraldehyde as opposed to viewing 

filaments not bound to the substratum.  First, several images can be taken while scanning the 

sample without worry of depolymerization.  Background fluorescence is also removed with the 

flow through of glutaraldehyde for fixation (excess actin is flushed out).  Second, filaments are 

bound to the surface and not fluctuating from Brownian motion providing a better image for 

analysis.  Photobleaching of fluorescent filaments is prevalent in these experiments so static 
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filaments allow for the image to be focused and taken once as opposed to the several images 

typically necessary with fluctuating filaments.  Time lapse of single filaments is difficult because 

filaments fade due to photobleaching within 10 to 15 seconds of continuous fluorescence.  

Finally, since two color filaments have a low occurrence, several field of views must be taken.  

Filaments reach a maximum length quickly (<30 seconds) so live images are not practical for 

finding two color filaments. 

There were several criteria for counting individual filaments.  Filaments had to be 

sufficient length (>1 μm), filaments could not overlap with other filaments at critical points such 

as color change points or bead-filament attachment, filaments had to have a high signal to noise 

ratio and the filament had to be continuous, the position of labeled filamentous actin did not 

overlap with other labeled filamentous actin except minimally at the transition of the color 

change.  These same criteria were used for counting single color filaments (when applicable).  

Some of the filaments appear to have variations in the fluorescence intensity.  These variations 

could be from background autofluorescence of protein from the extract or from the amount of 

fluorescence monomer incorporated at any point in the filament.  Filaments could also fluctuate 

from the surface reducing the fluorescent signal output generated from the evanescent wave of 

TIRF.   

Figure 5-5 is a compilation of all 158 two color single filaments observed in more than 

150 image sets of 12 experiments.  Approximately 20 of the 158 events were considered to be of 

excellent quality meeting all criteria.  Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 show a two color filament bound 

to a bead where Oregon-green was added first and rhodamine actin followed.  Both fluorescent 

channels are shown separately and a graph of the line scan along the filament shows the 

normalized fluorescence intensity.  Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 are the same as Figure 5-6 and 
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Figure 5-7 except with rhodamine actin added first and then Oregon-green actin added second.  

The graph of the line scan (Figure 5-6 to Figure 5-9) clearly shows a fluorescence intensity 

switch from the bead to the end of the tail.  The green portion of the filament is clearly not 

connected to the bead by green actin in Figure 5-6 and 5-7 as well as the red portion of the 

filament is not connected to the bead by red actin in Figure 5-8 and 5-9.  Figure 5-10 is a 

histogram of bead and filament count for 20 image sets.  Twenty-five percent of beads had single 

actin filaments and 11% to 12% of beads counted had single filaments with 8% of the single 

filaments having two fluorescent actin monomers incorporated.  To test that filaments were being 

generated by ActA beads, the same two-color experiments were performed as before except 

ActA coated beads were replaced with BSA coated beads.  Beads were also completely removed 

and a motility assay containing actin was added to the flow chamber as before.  No filaments 

were observed in either of the controls. 

Discussion 

Over 158 events show a bead with a two color single actin filament attached.  Every event 

that exhibited a two color actin filament resulted in the correct polarity of (+)-end closest to the 

bead independent of order of fluorescent actin added.  Approximately 25% of beads counted had 

an actin filament attached compared to 35% observed in EM images at a comparable time of 

polymerization (5 minutes).  The difference in observed filaments is due to the resolution limit of 

TIRF compared to EM.  A criteria of filaments being around 1 μm or greater was set for counting 

filaments in TIRF.  The length criterion of a single filament in EM was much lower because 

filaments are easier to distinguish due to the high resolution associated with EM. 

Single filaments with only one color actin were ~11% of beads counted for either color and 

independent of the order of fluorescent addition to samples.  Out of the single filaments counted 

8% were two color filaments.  At first glance these numbers may seem low but can be explained 
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from the results of EM.  From the elongation rate determined, (~3 μm/min) the average filament 

(~500 nm) measured in EM would only elongate for 10 seconds.  Few filaments in EM were 

observed to elongate for much longer times and distances (max ~4 μm) for unknown reasons 

(phosphorylation of VASP may not have occurred until a later time or some other poisoning 

device had not happened).  Assuming the same mechanism is occurring in these TIRF 

experiments, filaments grow for 10 to 20 seconds and stop elongating but still remain 

persistently attached (two chamber flow through before fixation).  The addition of another 

fluorescent actin would then not intercalate into the halted filament.  Halted filaments would also 

explain the low occurrence of two color single filaments.  For a two color filament to occur, the 

filament must have started elongating in the few seconds remaining before the next fluorescent 

actin is added and the filament must continue to intercalate the new actin. 

The observation of new actin monomers intercalating at the surface of a bead shows single 

actin filaments are persistently attached while actin is insertionally polymerized.  Free filament 

models do not have an explanation to support this observation.  A free filament would easily 

diffuse away from a bead surface during the 10 to 20 seconds of actin polymerization observed 

in EM and TIRF.  Insertional polymerization from ActA-coated beads strongly suggests 

elongation by end-tracking motors and supports the actoclampin model for ActA·VASP.  Further 

experiments are required to establish that VASP (rather than, e.g., adsorbed formin) is the 

end-tracking protein responsible for actin assembly in these experiments. 
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Figure 5-1.  Fluorescent actin change hypothetical scenarios with green added to the assay first, 

then red, attached to a yellow 50 nm bead.  The + and – designate the (+)-end and 
(-)-end of the filament.  A) Result if insertional actin polymerization is occurring.  
B) Result if the actin filament is nucleated in solution and bound to the bead with the 
incorrect polarity.  C)  Filament nucleated in solution and bound to the side of the 
bead.  D)  Single filament growth without incorporation of two colors.  E) Overlap 
of filaments giving the appearance of A, except the red/green overlap would create a 
yellow filament. 

 

 
Figure 5-2.  High pass filter removing frequencies larger than 50 pixels applied to a mock 

filament.  A) Mock filament with nothing applied.  B) Low frequency added to the 
image.  C) High pass filter applied to image. 
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Figure 5-3.  Low pass filter removing particles smaller than 3 pixels applied to a mock filament.  

A) Speckles added to a mock filament image.  B) Low pass filter applied to image. 

 
Figure 5-4.  Low and high pass filters on a mock filament.  A) Speckles and low frequency added 

to a mock filament.  B) Low pass filter of A.  C) High pass filter of A.  
D) Combination of low and high pass filters to A. 
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Figure 5-5.  Compilation of 158 color change events observed from 12 experiments and more 

than 150 image sets. 

 
Figure 5-6.  Both fluorescent channels and overlay of a two color filament where Oregon-green 

actin was added to the experiment first.  The graph is of a line scan along the length 
of the filament.  Scale bar = 1μm. 
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Figure 5-7.  Both fluorescent channels and overlay of a two color filament where Oregon-green 

actin was added to the experiment first.  The graph is of a line scan along the length 
of the filament.  Scale bar = 1μm. 

 
Figure 5-8.  Both fluorescent channels and overlay of a two color filament where rhodamine 

actin was added to the experiment first.  The graph is of a line scan along the length 
of the filament.  Scale bar = 1μm. 

 
Figure 5-9.  Both fluorescent channels and overlay of a two color filament where rhodamine 

actin was added to the experiment first.  The graph is of a line scan along the length 
of the filament.  Scale bar = 1μm. 
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Figure 5-10.  Histogram for beads and filaments of 20 image sets. 

 



 

CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Discussion 

Improved understanding of actin-based motility has several advantages.  The most 

immediate are a better understanding of how cells work and how the body functions.  With this 

understanding of actin polymerization, a variety of biological issues can be approached such as 

how cancer spreads through the body, or spinal muscular atrophy caused by a deficiency of actin 

(96), or better medical techniques and drug delivery in fighting diseases.  Less apparent and still 

in the distant future are other applications such as biomimetic devices for separating and 

detecting a desired particle or the control of nano-devices such as nano-switches or nano-valves.  

Although actin has been studied for over 100 years the mechanism of actin polymerization is still 

disputed.  In this work, experiments and analysis of actin filaments were done to elucidate the 

mechanism governing actin polymerization. 

The mechanical energy density of filaments in an actin rocket tail was found to be ~3 pN 

on average (Chapter 2) which is greater than the energy that could be stored by the free energy of 

monomer addition.  Because free filament models rely on monomer addition to the free filament 

end as a means for energy, the maximum energy density is about 2.7 pN.  The energy density 

measured in Chapter 2 suggests that polymerization yields more energy than could be provided 

by monomer addition alone, consistent with the actoclampin mechanism, which also harnesses 

the energy of ATP hydrolysis.  Energy is also lost through heat dissipation (friction), filaments 

depolymerizing, or periphery filaments with no means of translating energy to the rocket tail.  

Although the method in Chapter 2 has some limitations, the approach provides a means to 

calculate an energy density of filaments that could be applied in other venues involving static 

filament images. 
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Vesicles were found to be propelled by actin rocket tails at ~3 µm/min velocities.  The 

vesicle velocities reported in Chapter 3 are similar to other measured vesicle velocities (41) and 

other biomimetic velocities (32, 37, 38, 59, 69) reported in the literature.  Vesicle velocities 

compared to vesicle diameter agree well with theoretical calculations (43) indicating the small 

vesicles observed (<1.5 um) are more reaction-limited than diffusion-limited.  Some vesicles 

were slower than predicted which could arise from vesicle-to-vesicle variation (e.g. in filament 

density) or a poisoning of the ActA·VASP mechanism slowing motility.  The velocities of this 

study give a basis for how well the components prepared in our laboratory function and how well 

the components operate compared to published data.  Vesicle shape change could not clearly be 

determined from fluorescent images, but evidence of saltatory motion should have appeared in 

the actin rocket tail if it were present.  Saltatory motion was not observed for the analyzed small 

vesicles.   

Single filaments were observed in EM to be persistently bound to a bead surface.  

Filaments quickly elongated then stopped for unknown reasons, possibly due to phosphorylation 

of VASP or some other poisoning of the end-tracking motor.  Single filaments continued to stay 

attached to the bead surface well after elongation had ceased and after the sample was treated for 

viewing with EM.  A free filament would either diffuse or be washed away in this scenario.  The 

actoclampin model is the only actin polymerization model that can explain filament elongation 

while staying persistently attached to a surface.  The polarization of single filaments was further 

explored in Chapter 5.  Here filaments incorporated new actin closest to the bead surface 

indicating insertional polymerization.  The low number of two color filaments observed can be 

explained by the fast elongation rates of actin filaments.  For a two color event to occur, a 

filament must have polymerized in the remaining seconds of the first actin environment and 
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continue to polymerize with the new batch of actin.  Again, the actoclampin model can explain 

insertional polymerization of filaments tethered to the particle at their (+)-ends. 

The work presented in this study significantly contributes to the knowledge of actin based 

motility specifically on how single actin filaments interact with a surface.  Further work with the 

techniques described in this study will be useful in clarifying how actin polymerization is 

capable of producing forces.  The results presented here support the actoclampin model and 

argue against models requiring free filament ends.  

Suggestions for Future Work 

Further work could be done in mapping filaments from images obtained with EM.  A less 

dense actin tail would increase the reliability of the measurements.  Because the third-dimension 

is inaccessible in EM images, a simulation of an actin rocket tail propelling a bead could be 

created.  The resulting image could be projected on a two-dimensional surface and the same 

method outlined in Chapter 2 performed on the simulated filaments to determine how accurate 

the algorithm is at determining an energy density in an actin rocket tail. 

Large (>3 µm) actin propelled vesicles were prepared but a lack of time prevented the 

study and analysis of the system.  Several experiments could be done using large motile vesicles.  

The velocity and saltatory motion of large actin propelled vesicles could be further studied in the 

same manner performed in Chapter 3.  Actin rocket tail forces could be probed by anchoring the 

tail of a motile vesicle while the front surface of the vesicle (opposite side of the actin tail) is 

aspirated with a micropipette.  The subsequent shape change of the vesicle could be measured to 

determine the amount of force the actin rocket tail is exerting on the vesicle surface.  

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) could be used to measure residence times of 

ActA at the surface of a vesicle.  ActA would be fluorescently labeled, attached to a large vesicle 

and motility induced.  Then FRAP would be used to photobleach ActA and to determine if ActA 
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concentrations change at the vesicle surface.  Phosphoinositides are known to increase actin 

polymerization (85, 97-99).  The affects of a phosphoinositidyl lipid could be studied and used to 

accelerate nucleation time and possibly vesicle velocities.  Various cargos could be inserted into 

a motile vesicle to determine viability for various applications (e.g. drug delivery or lab on a chip 

designs). 

Further work could be done with single filaments imaged in EM.  Actin filaments were 

allowed to polymerize on single beads for up to 35 minutes as described in Chapter 4.  Longer 

incubation times could reveal if filaments might start polymerizing again or if new filaments will 

continue to form.  To determine polarity of filaments in EM, myosin subfragment-1 (S1) 

(Appendix B) (100) could be used to show directionality of single filaments.  Subfragment-1 

binds to actin in a specific direction creating an arrow head on the filament with the barbed end 

of the arrow pointing toward the (+)-end and the pointed end of the arrow pointed toward the 

(-)-end of the filament.  Directionality could also be determined by doing the same two-color 

method as in Chapter 5, except using regular actin and then biotin actin (or vice-versa).  Next, 

streptavidin gold particles would be added which will bind to the biotin actin (101, 102) showing 

where new actin is intercalating. 

Further experiments with the two-color actin method could provide more insight into what 

is happening with the filament.  If incubation times with each color actin were reduced to 

seconds (possibly 10 seconds for each color actin) there might be an increase in the number of 

two-color filaments observed because of the velocities determined in Chapter 3.  There could 

also be a decrease in the number of two-color filaments observed because nucleation time could 

play a role in how many filaments polymerize in the given incubation period.  Most likely, there 

is an optimal time that produces several two-color filaments in one experiment.  
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Non-hydrolyzable ATP (AMP-PNP) (103-105) could be bound to actin for use in the two-color 

experiment.  If polymerization was dependent on hydrolysis then no two-color filaments would 

appear, however, if hydrolysis did not matter, two-color filaments would be observed.  More 

time experiments could be done with the two-color experiment.  Filaments could be incubated 

with one color actin for a long period of time (1 hour) and then the second color actin would be 

added to see if filaments are able to polymerize new actin on existing filaments or if new 

filaments can form at all.   



 

APPENDIX A 
MATLAB ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE ENERGY STORED IN BENT FILAMENTS 

% v20 has the lengths^3 instead of just lengths for the X and Y matrices 
%       9-17-03 
% v22 has the x and y combined into one matrix for solving, also has the 
%       option of removing the bending portion for the end points 
%       corrected all endpts (ie A(1,1)=S^-2+5*L/lengths(1)^3 to 
%       A(1,1)=S^-2+6*L/lengths(1)^3) 
%       9-18-03 
% v23 put values back in for end points, adjusted values at points next to 
%       end points 9-22-03 
% v24 solved for x and y positions in separate matrices  
%       S is set to 1 nm 
%       option to choose filament to evaluate reinstated 
%       9-24-03 
% v25 mass filament evaluation with option of how many to evaluate at a 
%       time and the average energy per filament with plots given 
%       9-24-03 
% v255 same as last one but now plots are with found positions and contours 
%       9-25-03 
% v26 all of the filaments evaluated with a contour plot of all filaments 
%       and their dEds on one plot 
%       9-25-03 
% v261 took derivative at each point instead of fitting a curve to the 
%       values.  Used those results to get average energy. 
%       10-1-03 
% v271 made the contour plot relative to all filaments energy magnitude 
%       10-1-03 
% v30 Now I am using ImageJ (downloaded from NIH) to obtain pixel locations 
%       from the graphics.  The data is automatically recorded by ImageJ in 
%       a text file.  To determine the end of a filament, the last point of 
%       the filament is recorded twice.  All data in a text file is 
manipulated 
%       and plotted at the same time. 
%       10-8-03 
% v31 Gives option to have the filaments numbered or to point out the 
%       largest energy value or to have a legend 
%       12-9-03 
% v32 Changed dE/dS=(B/3)*(dT*/dS*)^2 to dE/dS=(B*8/15)*(dT*/dS*)^2 
%       in program it's dEds=B/3*dTds2 to dEds=B*8/15*dTds2 
%       also changed the lamda component.  There was an error in changing 
%       over to position vector.  The bending modulus (B) is divided by 2 
%       in the original energy equation, however this did not happen for 
%       the position vector energy equation.  Therefore instead of going 
%       through and dividing lamda by 2 everywhere, the division is taken 
%       place at the beginning of the program. 
%       2-2-04 
% v321 Increased data set to a total of 97 filaments 
%       4-14-04 
% v33 When I was calculating the lengths of the filaments by finding the 
%   length of the hypotenuse between points I would then multiply 
this by the 
%   nmperpix to convert pixels to nm but I have forgotten why I did 
this so 
%   in this version I have taken that multiplication out. 
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%       I have also fixed the y axis so that it increases going up and 
%       there are no longer negative values for the y axis. 
%       For single filaments the x and y axes are in nm and so is the 
%       length of the filament.  The options for legend,max point, and 
%       filament number are set to always be on 
%       4-20-04 
% v34 Added a section after the last pause that is to analyze the 
%       filaments.  The plot is now in nm.  Put in safety in calculating 
%       lengths so that if a length is too long (>25pix) then the program 
%       is paused because there is likely a filament that wasn't ended 
%       correctly 
%       4-21-04 
% v35 Determines the distance of each measured point from a center line. 
%       Also plots the AlldEds vs DFC and a histogram of AlldEds.  Took  
%       out the first set of plots that were made in previous programs. 
%       4-22-04 
% v36 Found correlation coefficient (cc) for the DFC vs AlldEds and plotted 
the 
%       least squares fit for the graph on the graph.  Found the distance 
%       from the surface to the point along with its correlation 
%       coefficient (cc) and plotted the cc for that graph 
%       4-25-04 
%       Plots circles over data points and the radius of the circle 
%       corresponds to the amount of energy at that point. 
%       4-29-04 
% Fitting a curve to filament data using position vector 
%E(ri)/kT = lambda*sum((ri+1-2ri+ri-1)/delta(s)^2)^2 *delta(s) + 
%           sum((ri-rmi)^2/sigma^2 
%where ri=xii+yij 
%Take derivative and set to zero and find the closest fit 
clear 
% firstbatch 
% secondbatch 
% smBead2445900 
% lgBead2516174 
% tiff2425801 
% matt2445901 
% tiff2445901 
% colin2486116 
colin2435842 
%determine number of filaments in data set 
mk=1; 
for i=1:length(data)-1 
    if data(i+1,2)==data(i,2) & data(i+1,3)==data(i,3) 
        filmark(mk,1)=i; 
        mk=mk+1; 
    end 
end 
filmark=[-1;filmark];               %for the main for loop length 
%end of determine number of filaments in data set 
 
 
% find any points that have been triple clicked or there is only one point 
% for the filament 
deq=0; 
for i=1:length(filmark)-1 
    triple=filmark(i+1)-filmark(i); 
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    if triple==4 | triple==3 | triple==2 | triple==1, deq=filmark(i);, 
disp([triple deq]),end 
end 
if deq>0, return, end 
% go look for the numbers listed and check for problems such as triples 
% end of finding points in triplet 
clc 
disp(' ') 
disp(' ') 
disp('There are') 
disp(mk-1) 
disp('filaments loaded') 
filstart = input ('Start at which filament:  '); 
filend = input ('End at which filament:  '); 
if filstart~=filend 
    ex = input('Exclude any filaments (enter numbers to exclude separated by 
spaces or a range (3:13), 0 for none)  :','s'); 
    EDisp = MENU('How should size of energy be displayed?','Circles','Contour 
Graph','None'); 
else 
    EDisp = 3; 
    ex='0'; 
end 
exc=0;                          %marker for removing filaments 
excl=str2num(ex); 
% MaxE = 1;           %option set to always off (next three lines give 
option) 
% Fnum = 1;           %option set to always off (next three lines give 
option) 
% Lege = 1;           %option set to always off (next three lines give 
option) 
MaxE = 2;           %option set to always on (next three lines give option) 
Fnum = 2;           %option set to always on (next three lines give option) 
Lege = 2;           %option set to always on (next three lines give option) 
% MaxE = MENU('Point to maximum energy value?','Yes','No'); 
% Fnum = MENU('Display filament numbers on graph?','Yes','No'); 
% Lege = MENU('Display legend with range of energy levels?','Yes','No'); 
B=41000;                            %B=(lambda)*k*T [=] pN*(nm^2) 
kT=4.1;                             %k*T [=] pN*nm 
% L=B/kT;                             %L=lambda [=] nm 
L=10000; 
L=L/2;                              %change for position_v32 and up, see 
reason in v32. 
nmperpix=actdiam/pixeldiam;         %nm/pixel 
gp=1;                               %counter for finding min and max for 
graph 
AllXf=[];                           %keep all x values 
AllYf=[];                           %keep all y values 
AllF=[];                            %keep all the lengths 
AlldEds=[];                         %keep all energy values 
AllavgdEds=[];                      %keep all averaged energy values 
DFC=[];                             %keep all distances to center line 
avgDFC=[];                          %keep all DFC averages 
DTS=[];                             %keep all distances to surface 
avgDTS=[];                          %keep all DTS averages 
TL=[];                              %keep all filament lengths 
% hold; 
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%used to calculate distance from this center line to each point 
slope = (center(1,2)-center(2,2))/(center(1,1)-center(2,1)); 
centerb = center(1,2)-slope*center(1,1); 
%end of used to calculate distance from this center line to each point 
for filnumber=filstart:filend; 
 
 %excludes certain filaments 
 for i=1:length(excl) 
        if filnumber==excl(1,i), exc=1;, end 
 end 
 if exc==1, exc=0;, continue, end 
 %end of excludes certain filaments 
 clear dr2 dx2 dy2 z Xf Yf lengths tlengths g d X p pd2 dTds dTds2 dEds 
avgEds f filament fb dist DistFromCenter 
 F=filmark(filnumber+1)-filmark(filnumber)-1;    %length of each 
filament 
 AllF=[AllF F];                                  %store all the lengths 
 %seperate each filament data into it's own set 
 mk=1; 
 for i=filmark(filnumber)+2:filmark(filnumber+1) 
        filament(mk,1)=data(i,2); 
        filament(mk,2)=data(i,3); 
        filament(mk,3)=data(i,1); 
        mk=mk+1; 
 end 
 %end of seperate each filament data into it's own set 
    %calculates the distance of each point from a designated center line 
    for i = 1:length(filament) 
        dtbead=0; 
        fb(i) = filament(i,2)+1/slope*filament(i,1);            %b of y=mx+b 
for each point 
        dist(i,1) = (fb(i)-
centerb)/(slope+1/slope);            %perpendicular x point on center line 
        dist(i,2) = 
slope*dist(i,1)+centerb;                    %perpendicular y point on center 
line 
        DistFromCenter(i,1) = ((filament(i,1)-dist(i,1))^2 + (filament(i,2)-
dist(i,2))^2)^0.5;      %actual distance to center line 
        %next indent calculates the distance from the surface of the bead to 
each point (assuming a perfect spherical bead) 
            if (pixeldiam/2)^2 - DistFromCenter(i,1)^2 > 0 
                dtbead = pixeldiam/2 - ((pixeldiam/2)^2 - 
DistFromCenter(i,1)^2)^0.5; 
            end 
            DistToSurface(i,1) = ((dist(i,1)-center(1,1))^2 + (dist(i,2)-
center(1,2))^2)^0.5 + dtbead; 
        %end of next indent calculates the distance from the surface of the 
bead to each point (assuming a perfect spherical bead) 
    end 
    DFC = [DFC;DistFromCenter];             %saves all distances 
    avgDFC=[avgDFC;mean(DistFromCenter(2:length(DistFromCenter)-
1))];       %doesn't include end points because they are set to 0 
    DTS = [DTS;DistToSurface];              %saves all distances 
    avgDTS=[avgDTS;mean(DistToSurface(2:length(DistToSurface)-
1))];         %doesn't include end points because they are set to 0 
    %end of calculates the distance of each point from a designated center 
line 
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 %determine the axes of the contour graph 
 xmaxi(gp,1) = max(filament(:,1)); 
 ymaxi(gp,1) = max(filament(:,2)); 
 xmini(gp,1) = min(filament(:,1)); 
 ymini(gp,1) = min(filament(:,2)); 
 gp=gp+1;                                    %counter for finding min 
and max for graph 
 %end of determine the axes of the contour graph 
 % determine lengths between points 
 for i=1:F-1; 
        a=filament(i+1,1)-filament(i,1);        %a side of triangle (x) 
        b=filament(i+1,2)-filament(i,2);        %b side of triangle (y) 
        c=(a^2+b^2)^0.5;                        %hypotenuse of triangle 
        %safety check to make sure filaments were ended properly 
%         if c>75, disp(filmark(filnumber)+i), end 
        if c>75, disp(filament(i,3)), end 
        %end of safety check to make sure filaments were ended properly 
        % use following line to find location of points in data 
        %  disp(filament(i,3)) 
        lengths(i,1)=c; 
        tlengths(i,1)=sum(lengths);             %progressive length 
 end 
        TL=[TL;tlengths(length(tlengths))];                       %save all 
lengths 
 % find x portion of ri of X*ri(Xf Yf)=d 
 X=[]; 
 X(1,1)= S^-2   +L/lengths(1)^3; 
 X(1,2)=      -2*L/lengths(1)^3; 
 X(1,3)=         L/lengths(1)^3; 
 d(1,1)=filament(1,1)/S^2; 
 X(2,1)=     -2*L/lengths(2)^3; 
 X(2,2)=S^-2 +5*L/lengths(2)^3; 
 X(2,3)=     -4*L/lengths(2)^3; 
 X(2,4)=        L/lengths(2)^3; 
 d(2,1)=filament(2,1)/S^2; 
 X(F-1,F-3)=        L/lengths(F-1)^3; 
 X(F-1,F-2)=     -4*L/lengths(F-1)^3; 
 X(F-1,F-1)=S^-2 +5*L/lengths(F-1)^3; 
 X(F-1,F)  =     -2*L/lengths(F-1)^3; 
 d(F-1,1)  =filament(F-1,1)/S^2; 
 X(F,F-2)=        L/lengths(F-1)^3; 
 X(F,F-1)=     -2*L/lengths(F-1)^3; 
 X(F,F)  =S^-2   +L/lengths(F-1)^3; 
 d(F,1)  =filament(F,1)/S^2; 
 for i=3:F-2 
        X(i,i-2)=        L/lengths(i)^3; 
        X(i,i-1)=     -4*L/lengths(i)^3; 
        X(i,i)  =S^-2 +6*L/lengths(i)^3; 
        X(i,i+1)=     -4*L/lengths(i)^3; 
        X(i,i+2)=        L/lengths(i)^3; 
        d(i,1)  =filament(i,1)/S^2; 
 end 
  
 Xf=X\d; 
 %end of finding x portion of ri of X*ri(Xf Yf)=d 
 % find y portion of ri of Y*ri(Xf Yf)=g 
 % X and Y matrices are identical so the following is the different end 
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 %   points for the y axis 
 g(1,1)  =filament(1,2)/S^2; 
 g(2,1)  =filament(2,2)/S^2; 
 g(F-1,1)=filament(F-1,2)/S^2; 
 g(F,1)  =filament(F,2)/S^2; 
 for i=3:F-2 
        g(i,1)=filament(i,2)/S^2; 
 end 
 Yf=X\g; 
 %end of finding y portion of ri of Y*ri(Xf Yf)=g 
 % (dTheta/dS)^2 = (d^2ri/dS^2)^2 = (d^2x/dS^2)^2 + (d^2y/dS^2)^2 
 % (d^2x/dS^2) = (x(i+1)-2xi+x(i-1))/S^2 
 % x=1 or x=N are set to 0 
 for i=2:length(Xf)-1 
        dx2(i,1) = (Xf(i+1)-2*Xf(i)+Xf(i-1))/lengths(i)^2; 
        dy2(i,1) = (Yf(i+1)-2*Yf(i)+Yf(i-1))/lengths(i)^2; 
 end 
 dx2=[dx2;0]; 
 dy2=[dy2;0]; 
 dr2 = dx2.^2+dy2.^2; 
 % end of derivative at each point along filament 
 dTds2=dr2;                                  %(dTheta/dS)^2 = 
(d^2ri/dS^2)^2 
 dEds=B*8/15*dTds2;                             %energy at each point 
 avgdEds=mean(dEds(2:length(dEds)-1,1));     %average energy of filament 
without ends which are 0 
 if filstart==filend 
        subplot(2,1,1) 
        hold on 
        %I want the filaments plotted versus nm lengths which is done in 
        %the following for just one filament 
            Xf=(Xf - xmini)*nmperpix; 
            Yf=(Yf - ymini)*nmperpix; 
            filament(:,1)=(filament(:,1) - xmini)*nmperpix; 
            filament(:,2)=(filament(:,2) - ymini)*nmperpix; 
            xmaxi=(xmaxi-xmini)*nmperpix; 
            ymaxi=(ymaxi-ymini)*nmperpix; 
            xmini=0; 
            ymini=0; 
        %If pixels is good enough then take out from next comment up to 
        %this and the labels for nm 
        plot(Xf,Yf,'b-') 
        plot(filament(:,1),filament(:,2),'mx') 
        xlabel('nm'); 
        ylabel('nm'); 
        hold off 
        subplot(2,1,2) 
        hold on 
        plot(Xf,Yf,'b-') 
        ylabel('nm'); 
        hold off 
%  else 
%         plot(Xf,Yf) 
%         plot(filament(:,1),filament(:,2)) 
 end 
 aw=num2str(filnumber);                      %distinguish filaments on 
graph 
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 if Fnum~=2 
        text(Xf(1),Yf(1),aw)                       %distinguish filaments on 
graph 
 end 
 AllXf=[AllXf;Xf]; 
 AllYf=[AllYf;Yf]; 
 AlldEds=[AlldEds;dEds]; 
 AllavgdEds=[AllavgdEds;avgdEds]; 
    %finds maximum dEds of all filaments 
 if max(dEds)>=max(AlldEds) 
        bigdEds=filnumber; 
        [M,loc]=max(dEds); 
        Xloc=Xf(loc); 
        Yloc=Yf(loc);     
        maxpt=[filament(loc,1) filament(loc,2)]; 
 end 
    %end of finds maximum dEds of all filaments 
end 
% v is the number of contour lines, z is the energy at each point 
% could just set v=20 and it would be the same thing as line below (as long 
%   as the number of contour lines is 20 in line below) 
% vd=20; 
% v=(min(AlldEds):(max(AlldEds)-min(AlldEds))/vd:max(AlldEds)); 
v=20; 
z=diag(AlldEds); 
if filstart==filend 
    hold on 
    subplot(2,1,2) 
    contour(AllXf,AllYf,z,v); 
    hold off 
% else 
%     contour(AllXf,AllYf,z,v); 
end 
% sets limits of the viewing area for the graph 
if max(Xf)>max(xmaxi), xmaxi=max(Xf);, end 
if min(Xf)<min(xmini), xmini=min(Xf);, end 
if max(Yf)>max(ymaxi), ymaxi=max(Yf);, end 
if min(Yf)<min(ymini), ymini=min(Yf);, end 
xmax = max(xmaxi); 
ymin = min(ymini); 
xmin = min(xmini); 
ymax = max(ymaxi); 
% if abs(xmax-xmin) > abs(ymax-ymin)              %makes viewing window a 
square 
%     ymax=ymin+.5*abs(ymax-ymin)+.5*abs(xmax-xmin); 
%     ymin=ymin+.5*abs(ymax-ymin)-.5*abs(xmax-xmin); 
% else 
%     xmax=xmin+.5*abs(ymax-ymin)+.5*abs(xmax-xmin); 
%     xmin=xmin-.5*abs(ymax-ymin)+.5*abs(xmax-xmin); 
% end     
% end of sets limits of the viewing area for the graph 
x1=[xmin Xloc];                  %for plot of line to maximum dEds 
y1=[Yloc Yloc]; 
x2=[Xloc Xloc]; 
y2=[ymin Yloc];                  %for plot of line to maximum dEds 
if filstart==filend                 %if just plotting one filament 
    subplot(2,1,1) 
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    hold on 
    if MaxE~=2 
        plot(x1, y1,'k--')              %draw a line from y axes to maximum 
dEds 
        plot(x2, y2,'k--')              %draw a line from x axes to maximum 
dEds 
    end 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax])     %sets axis on graph 
    subplot(2,1,2) 
    hold on 
    if MaxE~=2 
        plot(x1, y1,'k--')              %draw a line from y axes to maximum 
dEds 
        plot(x2, y2,'k--')              %draw a line from x axes to maximum 
dEds 
    end 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax])     %sets axis on graph 
    maxdEdsString = num2str(round(max(dEds)*100)*.01); 
    xlabel(['Maximum dE/dS found = ',maxdEdsString,' pN']) 
    hold off 
% else                                %plotting more than one filament 
%     hold on 
%     if MaxE~=2 
%         plot(x1, y1,'k--')         %draw a line from y axes to maximum dEds 
%         plot(x2, y2,'k--')         %draw a line from x axes to maximum dEds 
%     end 
%     axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax])     %sets axis on graph 
%     mg=num2str(v');                 %for legend 
%     if Lege~=2 
%         legend(mg,-1);                  %legend displays the range of 
contour lines 
%     end 
%     hold off 
end 
disp(' ') 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Filament with the largest dEds is filament number ' num2str(bigdEds)]) 
disp('at positon') 
disp([Xloc Yloc]) 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Average filament length = ' num2str(round(mean(TL)*nmperpix)) ' nm']) 
% pause 
%everthing after this pause was added to analyze the filament data, the 
%plot is now versus nm with nm length filaments 
%used for plotting (gives number of data points used for each line) 
FL=[1 AllF(1)]; 
for i = 2:length(AllF) 
    FL(i,:) = [FL(i-1,2)+1 FL(i-1,2)+AllF(i)]; 
end 
%end of used for plotting (gives number of data points used for each line) 
 
xmini=min(AllXf); 
ymini=min(AllYf); 
AllXf=(AllXf-xmini)*nmperpix; 
AllYf=(AllYf-ymini)*nmperpix; 
xmin=0; 
xmax=max(AllXf); 
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ymin=0; 
ymax=max(AllYf); 
% plots filaments 
for i = 1:length(AllF) 
    hold on 
    plot(AllXf(FL(i,1):FL(i,2)), AllYf(FL(i,1):FL(i,2))) 
end 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax])     %sets axis on graph 
% end of plots filaments 
if EDisp == 1 
 %plot circles on data points corresponding to energy size 
 angle=0:0.01:2*pi; 
 for i = 1:length(AlldEds) 
        hold on 
        x1=AlldEds(i)*cos(angle)+AllXf(i); 
        y1=AlldEds(i)*sin(angle)+AllYf(i); 
 %     plot(x1,y1,'b-') 
        if AlldEds(i)<=14.999, plot(x1,y1,'k-'), end 
        if AlldEds(i)>=15 & AlldEds(i)<=24.999, plot(x1,y1,'b-'), end 
        if AlldEds(i)>=25 & AlldEds(i)<=34.999, plot(x1,y1,'g-'), end 
        if AlldEds(i)>=35 & AlldEds(i)<=44.999, plot(x1,y1,'c-'), end 
        if AlldEds(i)>=45 & AlldEds(i)<=54.999, plot(x1,y1,'r-'), end 
        if AlldEds(i)>=55, plot(x1,y1,'m-'), end 
 end 
 %end of plot circles on data points corresponding to energy size 
end 
plot([100 200],[100 100],'k-') 
text(100,125,'100nm') 
%comments below skews contour only along x direction 
% for i=1:length(z) 
%     if i+1<=length(z), z(i,i+1)=mean([z(i,i) z(i,i+1)]);, end 
%     if i+2<=length(z), z(i,i+2)=mean([z(i,i+1) z(i,i+2)]);, end 
%     if i+3<=length(z), z(i,i+3)=mean([z(i,i+2) z(i,i+3)]);, end 
%     if i-1>=1, z(i,i-1)=mean([z(i,i) z(i,i-1)]);, end 
%     if i-2>=2, z(i,i-2)=mean([z(i,i-1) z(i,i-2)]);, end 
%     if i-3>=3, z(i,i-3)=mean([z(i,i-2) z(i,i-3)]);, end 
% end 
%end of comments below skews contour only along x direction     
% skews contour in x and y direction 
% for i=1:length(AlldEds)-1 
%     oneZ(i)=.333*AlldEds(i)+.333*AlldEds(i+1); 
%     if i+2<=length(AlldEds), twoZ(i)=.25*AlldEds(i)+.25*AlldEds(i+2);, end 
% end 
% z=diag(AlldEds) + diag(oneZ,1) + diag(twoZ,2) + diag(oneZ,-1) + diag(twoZ,-
2); 
% end of skews contour in x and y direction 
if EDisp == 2 
 v=15;        %number of contour limes 
 contour(AllXf,AllYf,z,v); 
end 
% %plot a circle to represent the bead on the filament graph (next indent 
section) 
% %     CenterBeadX = (2*((center(1,2)-
centerb)*slope+center(1,1))+(4*((center(1,2)-centerb)*slope+center(1,1))^2-
4*(slope^2+1)*(center(1,1)^2+center(1,2)^2-2*center(1,2)*centerb+centerb^2-
pixeldiam^2/4))^0.5)/2/(slope^2+1); 
% %     CenterBeadY = slope*CenterBeadX+centerb; 
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%     circlex = [beadcenter(1,1)-pixeldiam/2:1:beadcenter(1,1)+pixeldiam/2]; 
%     circley = ((pixeldiam^2/4-(circlex-
beadcenter(1,1)).^2).^.5+beadcenter(1,2)-ymini).*nmperpix; 
%     negcircley = (-(pixeldiam^2/4-(circlex-
beadcenter(1,1)).^2).^.5+beadcenter(1,2)-ymini).*nmperpix; 
%     circlex = (circlex-xmini).*nmperpix; 
%     plot(circlex,circley,'r'),plot(circlex,negcircley,'r') 
% %end of plot a circle to represent the bead on the filament graph (next 
indent section) 
%better plot of the bead circle 
    angle=0:0.01:2*pi; 
    x1=((pixeldiam/2*cos(angle)+beadcenter(1,1))-xmini).*nmperpix; 
    y1=((pixeldiam/2*sin(angle)+beadcenter(1,2))-ymini).*nmperpix; 
    plot(x1,y1,'r') 
    text((beadcenter(1,1)-xmini)*nmperpix,(beadcenter(1,2)-
ymini)*nmperpix,'Bead') 
%end of better plot of the bead circle 
hold off 
pause 
%plot of dEds vs DistFromCenter 
% remove 0 value dEds and corresponding distances 
non0dEds=find(AlldEds>0); 
for i=1:length(non0dEds) 
    non0AlldEds(i,1)=AlldEds(non0dEds(i)); 
    non0DFC(i,1)=DFC(non0dEds(i))*nmperpix; 
    non0DTS(i,1)=DTS(non0dEds(i))*nmperpix; 
end 
% end of remove 0 value dEds and corresponding distances 
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(non0DFC,non0AlldEds,'.g') 
ylabel('dE/ds [pN]') 
xlabel('nm from center line') 
[r2DFC,linecc]=corcoeff(non0DFC,non0AlldEds); 
hold on 
plot(linecc(:,1),linecc(:,2)) 
title(['dEds vs Distance to Center of Actin Tail:   R^2=' 
num2str(round(r2DFC*10000)*.0001)]) 
hold off 
subplot(2,2,2) 
avgDFC=avgDFC.*nmperpix; 
%plot of Average dEds vs Average DFC 
plot(avgDFC,AllavgdEds,'x') 
ylabel('dE/ds [pN]') 
xlabel('nm from center line') 
[r2DFC,linecc]=corcoeff(avgDFC,AllavgdEds); 
hold on 
plot(linecc(:,1),linecc(:,2)) 
title(['Avg dEds vs Avg Distance to Center of Actin Tail:   R^2=' 
num2str(round(r2DFC*10000)*.0001)]) 
hold off 
end of plot of Average dEds vs Average DFC 
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(non0DTS,non0AlldEds,'.g') 
ylabel('dE/ds [pN]') 
xlabel('nm from surface of bead') 
[r2DTS,linecc]=corcoeff(non0DTS,non0AlldEds); 
hold on 
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plot(linecc(:,1),linecc(:,2)) 
title(['dEds vs Distance to Bead Surface:   R^2=' 
num2str(round(r2DTS*10000)*.0001)]) 
hold off 
subplot(2,2,4) 
%plot of Average dEds vs Average DTS 
avgDTS=avgDTS.*nmperpix; 
plot(avgDTS,AllavgdEds,'x') 
ylabel('dE/ds [pN]') 
xlabel('nm from surface of bead') 
[r2DTS,linecc]=corcoeff(avgDTS,AllavgdEds); 
hold on 
plot(linecc(:,1),linecc(:,2)) 
title(['Avg dEds vs Avg Distance to Bead Surface:   R^2=' 
num2str(round(r2DTS*10000)*.0001)]) 
hold off 
%end of plot of Average dEds vs Average DTS 
pause 
subplot(1,1,1) 
hist(non0AlldEds,100) 
xlabel('dE/ds [pN]') 
ylabel('Count') 
a = used to calculate length between points 
actdiam = actual diameter in nm of bead 
AllavgdEds = keeps all the averaged change in Energy per length 
AlldEds = keeps all change in Energy per length 
AllF = keep all the number of points used for each filament 
AllXf = keeps all the determined X positions from the equation 
AllYf = keeps all the determined Y positions from the equation 
avgdEds = average energy of each filament 
avgDFC = average distance from center, keeps average distance from the center 
of the tail for each filament 
avgDTS = average distance to surface, keeps average distance from the surface 
of the bead for each filament 
aw = used to label the filaments on the graph 
b = used to calculate length between points 
B = bending modulous (lamda *kT) 
bigdEds = stores filament with the largest energy value 
c = calculated length between points (pixel length) 
centerb = b value of y=mx+b of line running through center of actin tail 
d = x positions from the images 
data = matrix that holds all the data points from plotting the filaments and 
is locating in whichever m file is used 
dEds = change in energy along length 
DFC = distance from center, keeps distance from the center of the tail 
dist = x and y perpendicular point from individual points on center line 
DistFromCenter = actual distance from center line for each point 
DistToSurface = distance to surface of the bead for each point 
dr2 = combination of dx2 and dy2 to yield second derivative of position 
vector 
dtbead = calculates distance to bead from each individual point 
dTds2 = same as dr2 
DTS = distance to surface, keeps distance from the surface of the bead 
dx2 = second derivative of found x values 
dy2 = second derivative of found y values 
ex = separate filaments to exclude in the array of filaments selected 
exc = marker (0 or 1) to know if current filament is excluded 
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excl = lists excluded filaments in number format 
F = stores number of points used for individual filaments 
fb = b of y=mx+b for each point of individual filaments 
filament = data for each individual filament in pixel length 
filend = which filament to stop analyzing 
filmark = gives the location of the last point for each filament 
Fnum = option to list numbers next to the filaments (1=off, 2=on) 
filnumber = for loop counter to know which filament to work with 
filstart = which filament in the group to start analyzing 
g = y positions from the images 
gp = counter for min and max values of filament location (counts from 1 to 
number of filaments to analyze) 
kT = boltzmanns * temperature 
L = lamda, persistence length 
Lege = option to display a legend listing the levels of energy on the contour 
map (1=off, 2=on) 
lengths = lengths between each point 
loc = index point of dEds with the highest energy 
M = value of the largest energy 
maxdEdsString = to display a rounded maximum energy value on graph 
MaxE = option to have dashed lines point out highest energy point (1=off, 
2=on) 
maxpt = actual position on image of largest energy level 
mk = counter for number of individual filaments 
nmperpix = convert pixels into nm 
pixeldiam = diameter of bead in pixels from image 
slope = slope of line running through center of actin tail 
TL = keeps all filament total lengths in pixel length 
tlengths = progessive length of filament 
v = number of contour lines 
X = x portion of X*Xf=d, X are the amounts multiplied by the found x 
positions 
x1 = plot horizontal line from y axes to highest energy  
x2 = plot vertical line from x axes to highest energy  
Xf = found x positions for each filament 
Xloc = found x position of the largest energy value 
xmax = x position with largest energy value 
xmaxi = stores largest x value of all filaments 
xmin = x position with smallest energy value 
xmini = stores smallest x value of all filaments  
Y = y portion of Y*Yf=g, Y are the amounts multiplied by the found y 
positions 
y1 = plot horizontal line from y axes to highest energy 
y2 = plot vertical line from y axes to highest energy  
Yf = found y positions for each filament 
Yloc = found y position of the largest energy value 
ymax = y position with largest energy value  
ymaxi = stores largest y value of all filaments 
ymin = y position with smallest energy value 
ymini = stores smallest y value of all filaments 
z = matrix with the diagonal being all the energy levels for each point 



 

APPENDIX B 
MYOSIN SUBFRAGMENT-1 

Introduction 

Myosin subfragment-1 (S1) binds to actin filaments in a specific orientation showing the 

polarity of the filament.  When bound to actin filaments, S1 appears on the filament as an 

arrowhead with the barbed end of the arrow pointing toward the (+)-end and the pointed end of 

the arrow pointing toward the (-)-end.  To determine filament polarity in EM experiments, S1 

was added to actin filaments to determine their orientation.  Several methods were attempted to 

bind S1 to actin filaments including: flowing S1 across filaments bound to a substratum, mixing 

S1 with F-actin and then binding to a substratum, varying concentrations of both S1 and F-actin, 

trying different buffers, cleaving S1 with papain or α-chymotrypsin (Sigma-Aldrich Co.), using 

myosin prepared in the lab or from Cytoskeleton, Inc., using deactivated n-ethylmaleimide 

(NEM) myosin, and trying different EM techniques such as paraformaldehyde fixation, negative 

staining, or replicas.  None of these variations were successful in labeling actin filaments with S1 

so a color change assay (using TIRF) was performed to determine filament polarity. 

Myosin Purification 

The following protocol was derived from several sources (106-108).  Frozen rabbit skeletal 

muscle (300 g) was thawed from -70ºC to 4 ºC overnight.  Muscle was minced twice in a meat 

grinder and stirred for exactly 15 minutes with 1 L of buffer A (0.3 M KCl pH 6.5, 2 mM sodium 

pyrophosphate, 0.15 M potassium phosphate buffer).  Four liters of water was then added and the 

solution was then poured through 4 layers of cheesecloth.  Next, 7 L of water was added to the 

filtered solution causing the myosin to precipitate out.  The solution incubated for 3 h. at 4ºC 

allowing myosin to precipitate.  Supernatant was removed as best possible and the precipitate 

was centrifuged (15,000 g for 20 minutes at 4ºC).  The precipitate was triturated in 300 mL 
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buffer B (0.4 M KCl pH 6.7 and 0.03 M potassium phosphate buffer) and centrifuged (16,000 g 

for 30 minutes at 4ºC) discarding the precipitate.  The supernatant was passed through glass wool 

to remove lipids and 250 mL of water was added to the filtered solution.  The solution was 

allowed to incubate for 30 minutes at 4ºC then centrifuged (16,000 g for 30 minutes at 4ºC) and 

the precipitate was discarded.  The supernatant was diluted with 4 L of water and centrifuged 

(15,000 g for 20 minutes at 0ºC).  The precipitate was the dissolved in a minimal amount of 

buffer C (0.5 M KCl pH 6.8 and 5 mM potassium phosphate buffer).  The absorbance was 

measured at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 0.59 mL/mg·cm and myosin was stored at 

-70ºC.  If myosin was to be inactivated using NEM, an aliquot of 10 μM myosin was dialyzed 

against an imidazole buffer (10 mM imidazole pH 7, 0.5 M KCl, and 10 mM EDTA) for 2 hours.  

The myosin was then incubated with 1 mM NEM for 1 hour on ice (54). 

Purification of S1 using Papain 

Myosin (30 mg) was dialyzed into sample buffer (0.03 M KCl pH 6.8 and 6 mM potassium 

phosphate buffer) overnight.  The myosin was pelleted (1,000 g) and resuspend in 1 mL of 

papain digestion buffer (sample buffer with 20 mM cysteine·HCl at pH 7).  The purchased 

papain slurry (500 μL) was equilibrated by washing with 4 mL of papain digestion buffer.  The 

equilibrated papain was incubated while mixing at room temperature for 1 hour.  The myosin 

was then added to the prepared papain and mixed for 15 minutes.  The cleaving of myosin was 

stopped by adding 2 μL of 1 M iodoacetic acid.  Insoluble myosin and papain was pelleted at 

14,000 g for 1 minute and the supernatant containing S1 was centrifuged (100,000 g for 1 hour).  

The absorbance of S1 was measured at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 0.8 mL/mg·cm 

and S1 was stored at -70ºC. 
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Purification of S1 using α-Chymotrypsin 

Myosin was dialyzed overnight against 0.05 M KCl pH 7.0 (100, 109-112).  The myosin 

was then centrifuged at 1,000 g for 2 minutes and the pellet concentration was diluted to 

10 mg/ml in 2x chymotrypsin digestion buffer (0.24 M NaCl pH 7, 20 mM sodium phosphate, 

and 4 mM EDTA).  The diluted myosin was then homogenized in a teflon-glass dounce 

homogenizer on ice by hand to produce an opalescent solution.  α-Chymotrypsin was dissolved 

in 1mM HCl and the absorbance measured at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 

2.04 mL/mg·cm.  Myosin was digested with 0.03 mg/ml α-chymotrypsin (Nα-p-tosyl-L-lysine 

chloromethyl ketone (TLCK) treated) at 25ºC for 20 minutes while shaking.  Digesting was 

stopped by supplementing to 1 mM PMSF.  The cleaved myosin and undigested myosin was 

precipitated by adding one volume of 6 mM MgCl2 and centrifuged (15,000 g for 5 minutes at 

room temperature).  The supernatant was then mixed with 2 volumes of saturated ammonium 

sulfate at 25ºC (4.1 M or 767 g of (NH4)2SO4 per liter of water) and centrifuged (15,000 g for 

5 minutes) to precipitate S1.  The precipitate was then triturated in a small volume of 100 mM 

KCl and 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 until the solution became clear.  Salt was removed from the S1 

solution by passing the mixture over a Sephadex G25 column and the absorbance measured at 

280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 0.80 mL/mg·cm. 



 

APPENDIX C 
IMAGEJ MACROS 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Region of Interest (ROI) extractor 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "ROI Extractor Action Tool - "{ 
// This section asks for the directory to manipulate images and then checks what ROI number is 
next 
x=0; 
fitdirectory = getDirectory("Select a Directory") // prompts what directory to take images 
from for processing 
list = getFileList(fitdirectory); 
for (i = 0; i < list.length; i++) { 
 for (j=1; j<list.length; j++) { 
  if (startsWith(list[i], j)) { 
   x = j; 
} } } 
x=d2s(x+1,0); 
Dialog.create("Image Choice");  // create dialog box named Image choice 
Dialog.addMessage("While thresholding, press Y for an overlay.  Close the blank image \n when 
done with thresholding and all images will be saved.") 
Dialog.addString("X Y Width Height", "  0   0   0   0       ") // Form to enter text 
Dialog.addString("ROI working with",x); // Form to enter number 
Dialog.show();    // show dialog box created 
xywhstring = Dialog.getString();  // stores entered string 
x = parseInt(Dialog.getString());   // stores entered number 
xywhsplit = split(xywhstring)  // split string entered with any delimiter 
xywh= newArray(4)  // create new array 
for(i=0; i<=xywhsplit.length-1; i++){   
 xywh[i] = parseInt(xywhsplit[i]); // convert string to number 
} 
open(fitdirectory+"bandpass_tritc.tif");   // opens tritc image 
trit = getImageID();   // image ID of original tritc image 
makeRectangle(xywh[0], xywh[1], xywh[2], xywh[3])  //make new rectangle selection 
run("Duplicate...", "title=bandpass_tritc-1.tif"); 
run("Tiff...", "save="+fitdirectory+x+"bandpass_tritc.tif"); // saves new bandpass image in 
appropriate directory 
smalltritc = getImageID(); 
smalltritc_title = getTitle(); 
selectImage(trit); 
close(); 
open(fitdirectory+"bandpass_fitc.tif");   // opens the fitc image 
fit = getImageID();   // image ID of original fitc image 
makeRectangle(xywh[0], xywh[1], xywh[2], xywh[3])  //make new rectangle selection 
run("Duplicate...", "title=bandpass_fitc-1.tif"); 
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run("Tiff...", "save="+fitdirectory+x+"bandpass_fitc.tif"); // saves new bandpass image in 
appropriate directory 
smallfitc = getImageID(); 
smallfitc_title = getTitle(); 
selectImage(fit); 
close(); 
run("RGB Merge...", "red="+smalltritc_title+" green="+smallfitc_title+" blue=*None* keep"); 
newImage("Close Me When Done Thresholding", "8-bit White", 16, 16, 1); 
dummyImage=getImageID(); 
run("Tile"); 
selectImage(smallfitc); 
selectImage(smalltritc); 
run("Brightness/Contrast..."); 
while (isOpen(dummyImage)) { // this pauses the macro until the small tritc image is closed 
            wait(50); 
} 
selectImage(smalltritc); 
run("Tiff...", "save="+fitdirectory+x+"bandpass_tritc.tif"); // saves new bandpass image in 
appropriate directory 
close(); 
selectImage(smallfitc); 
run("Tiff...", "save="+fitdirectory+x+"bandpass_fitc.tif"); // saves new bandpass image in 
appropriate directory 
close(); 
run("Tiff...", "save="+fitdirectory+x+"RGB.tif"); // saves new bandpass image in appropriate 
directory 
close(); 
} 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Region of Interest (ROI) extractor 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Duplicate rectangular selection onto an image 
// Write down x, y, width, height from original rectangular selection to enter here in order of x y 
w h separated by spaces 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Reproduce Rectangle Selection (Cut Paste) Tool - "{ 
xywhstring=getString("X Y Width Height", 0) // enter x y width height value with spaces 
from previous rect selection 
xywhsplit = split(xywhstring)  // split string entered with any delimiter 
xywh= newArray(4)  // create new array 
for(i=0; i<=xywhsplit.length-1; i++){   
 xywh[i] = parseInt(xywhsplit[i]); // convert string to number 
} 
makeRectangle(xywh[0], xywh[1], xywh[2], xywh[3])  //make new rectangle selection 
} 
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Reproduce Rectangle Selection (Cut Paste) Tool 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//Get coordinates of a rectangular selection or a line selection and lists in log box 
//Use this in conjunction with the "Reproduce Rectangle Selection (Cut Paste) Tool" 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Get Selection Coord Action Tool - 
C000D22D23D24D2aD2bD2cD32D33D34D35D36D37D38D39D3aD3bD3cD42D43D44D4aD
4bD4cD53D5bD63D6bD73D7bD83D8bD93D9bDa3DabDb2Db3Db4DbaDbbDbcDc2Dc3Dc4
Dc5Dc6Dc7Dc8Dc9DcaDcbDccDd2Dd3Dd4DdaDdbDdcC000C111C222C333C444C555C666
C777C888C999CaaaCbbbCcccCdddCeeeCfffD00D01D02D03D04D05D06D07D08D09D0aD0
bD0cD0dD0eD0fD10D11D12D13D14D15D16D17D18D19D1aD1bD1cD1dD1eD1fD20D21D2
5D26D27D28D29D2dD2eD2fD30D31D3dD3eD3fD40D41D45D46D47D48D49D4dD4eD4fD5
0D51D52D54D55D56D57D58D59D5aD5cD5dD5eD5fD60D61D62D64D65D66D67D68D69D
6aD6cD6dD6eD6fD70D71D72D74D75D76D77D78D79D7aD7cD7dD7eD7fD80D81D82D84D
85D86D87D88D89D8aD8cD8dD8eD8fD90D91D92D94D95D96D97D98D99D9aD9cD9dD9e
D9fDa0Da1Da2Da4Da5Da6Da7Da8Da9DaaDacDadDaeDafDb0Db1Db5Db6Db7Db8Db9Dbd
DbeDbfDc0Dc1DcdDceDcfDd0Dd1Dd5Dd6Dd7Dd8Dd9DddDdeDdfDe0De1De2De3De4De5
De6De7De8De9DeaDebDecDedDeeDefDf0Df1Df2Df3Df4Df5Df6Df7Df8Df9DfaDfbDfcDfdD
feDff"{ 
type = selectionType(); 
if (type==-1) 
    print("No selection"); 
else { 
    if (type==5){ 
        getLine(x1, y1, x2, y2, lineWidth); 
        length=sqrt((x1-x2)*(x1-x2)+(y1-y2)*(y1-y2)); 
        if (y2>y1) 
             angle=-acos((x2-x1)/length)*180/PI; 
        else 
             angle=acos((x2-x1)/length)*180/PI; 
        print("Line,x1,y1,x2,y2,length,angle,",x1,y1,x2,y2,length,angle); 
} 
    if (type==0){ 
        getBoundingRect(x, y, w, h); 
        print("Rectangle, x, y, width, height,",x,y,w,h); 
}} 
restorePreviousTool; 
//setTool(0);  // was used to switch to rectangle selection tool but line above seems more 
appropriate 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Get Selection Coord Tool 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// This reproduces either a line or rectangular selection displayed on one image to all other open 
images 
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// Given the other open images have appropriate dimensions to reproduce selection 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Reproduce Selection Tool - 
C000D11D12D13D14D15D16D17D18D19D1aD1bD1cD1dD1eD21D2eD31D3eD41D44D4eD
51D54D5eD61D65D6eD71D75D7eD81D86D8eD91D96D9eDa1Da6DaeDb1Db7DbeDc1Dc7D
ceDd1DdeDe1De2De3De4De5De6De7De8De9DeaDebDecDedDeeC000C111C222C333C444C
555C666C777C888C999CaaaCbbbCcccCdddCeeeCfffD00D01D02D03D04D05D06D07D08D0
9D0aD0bD0cD0dD0eD0fD10D1fD20D22D23D24D25D26D27D28D29D2aD2bD2cD2dD2fD3
0D32D33D34D35D36D37D38D39D3aD3bD3cD3dD3fD40D42D43D45D46D47D48D49D4aD
4bD4cD4dD4fD50D52D53D55D56D57D58D59D5aD5bD5cD5dD5fD60D62D63D64D66D67
D68D69D6aD6bD6cD6dD6fD70D72D73D74D76D77D78D79D7aD7bD7cD7dD7fD80D82D8
3D84D85D87D88D89D8aD8bD8cD8dD8fD90D92D93D94D95D97D98D99D9aD9bD9cD9dD
9fDa0Da2Da3Da4Da5Da7Da8Da9DaaDabDacDadDafDb0Db2Db3Db4Db5Db6Db8Db9DbaDb
bDbcDbdDbfDc0Dc2Dc3Dc4Dc5Dc6Dc8Dc9DcaDcbDccDcdDcfDd0Dd2Dd3Dd4Dd5Dd6Dd7
Dd8Dd9DdaDdbDdcDddDdfDe0DefDf0Df1Df2Df3Df4Df5Df6Df7Df8Df9DfaDfbDfcDfdDfeD
ff"{ 
type = selectionType(); 
if (type==-1) 
    print("No selection"); 
else { 
    if (type==5){ 
        getLine(x1, y1, x2, y2, lineWidth); 
        print("X1-value,",x1); 
        print("Y1-value,",y1); 
        print("X2-value,",x2); 
        print("Y2-value,",y2); 
        length=sqrt((x1-x2)*(x1-x2)+(y1-y2)*(y1-y2)); 
        print("Length,",length);         
        if (y2>y1) 
             angle=-acos((x2-x1)/length)*180/PI; 
        else 
             angle=acos((x2-x1)/length)*180/PI; 
        print("Angle,",angle); 
} 
    if (type==0){ 
        getBoundingRect(x, y, w, h); 
        print("X-value,",x); 
        print("Y-value,",y); 
        print("Width-value,",w); 
        print("Height-value,",h); 
}} 
if (nImages==0) 
      print("No images are open"); 
   else 
      imagesopen = newArray(nImages); 
      for(i=1; i<=nImages(); i++){ 
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 selectImage(i); 
 if (type==5) 
 makeLine(x1, y1, x2, y2); 
 if (type==0) 
 makeRectangle(x, y, w, h); 
}} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Reproduce Selection Tool 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Implements (TRITC-FITC)/(TRITC+FITC+0.01) for  
// our single filament data, the 0.01 is to prevent infinity cases 
// Note: image ids are given as negative values.  To select a specific image use it's negative id.   
// To select the ith image that has been open use a positive value starting at 1 to number open. 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Ratio Tool - 
C000D17D27D37D47D57D67D77D87D97Da7Db7Db9DbaDbbDbcDbdDc7Dc9DcaDcbDccDc
dDd7Dd9DdaDdbDdcDddDe7De9DeaDebDecDedDf9DfaDfbDfcDfdC000D7aD89D8aD8bD9a
C000C111C222C333C444C555C666C777C888C999D19D1aD1bD1cD1dD29D2aD2bD2cD2d
D39D3aD3bD3cD3dD49D4aD4bD4cD4dD51D52D53D54D55D59D5aD5bD5cD5dD61D62D6
3D64D65D71D72D73D74D75D81D82D83D84D85D91D92D93D94D95C999CaaaCbbbCcccC
dddCeeeCfffD69D6aD6bDa9DaaDabCfffD00D01D02D03D04D05D06D07D08D09D0aD0bD0
cD0dD0eD0fD10D11D12D13D14D15D16D18D1eD1fD20D21D22D23D24D25D26D28D2eD
2fD30D31D32D33D34D35D36D38D3eD3fD40D41D42D43D44D45D46D48D4eD4fD50D56D
58D5eD5fD60D66D68D6cD6dD6eD6fD70D76D78D79D7bD7cD7dD7eD7fD80D86D88D8cD
8dD8eD8fD90D96D98D99D9bD9cD9dD9eD9fDa0Da1Da2Da3Da4Da5Da6Da8DacDadDaeDa
fDb0Db1Db2Db3Db4Db5Db6Db8DbeDbfDc0Dc1Dc2Dc3Dc4Dc5Dc6Dc8DceDcfDd0Dd1Dd2
Dd3Dd4Dd5Dd6Dd8DdeDdfDe0De1De2De3De4De5De6De8DeeDefDf0Df1Df2Df3Df4Df5Df
6Df7Df8DfeDff"{ 
//Dialog box to get exact file names image.tif 
requires("1.34m"); // make sure correct imagej version is running 
if (nImages==0) // returns number of images open 
      print("No images are open"); 
   else 
      imagesopen = newArray(nImages); //makes array size of images open 
      for(i=1; i<=nImages(); i++){ //for(initialize, limit, increment) 
 selectImage(i); //selects image as they are listed, -i=actual images, i=count of 
images 
 imagesopen[i-1] = getTitle(); //returns title of images, arrays start at 0 which is why i-1 
} 
Dialog.create("Image Choice");  // create dialog box named Image choice 
Dialog.addChoice("TRITC", imagesopen); // drop down box of images open 
Dialog.addChoice("FITC", imagesopen, imagesopen[1]); // drop down box of images open, 
with default of second image available 
Dialog.show();   // show dialog box created 
TRITC = Dialog.getChoice();  // saves choice entered in first dialog box 
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FITC = Dialog.getChoice();  // saves choice entered in second dialog box, order matters 
here 
//Adds TRITC to FITC 
imageCalculator("add create 32-bit", FITC, TRITC); //adds images and makes the new 
image 32-bit (necessary for these images) 
X = nImage();  // save image id of image just created 
selectImage(X);  // make image active 
run("Add...", "value=0.01");  // add 0.01 to all values to prevent infinity values latter 
rename("Add");  // name image add 
//Subtracts TRITC to FITC and then invert LUT 
imageCalculator("subtract create 32-bit", TRITC, FITC); //subtracts images and makes the 
new image 32-bit (necessary for these images) however when subtracting the image ends up 
inverted 
selectImage(X + 1);  // make image active 
rename("Subtract");  // name image subtract 
requires("1.30j");  // check appropriate imagej version is running 
  getLut(reds, greens, blues);  // get values for every pixel 
    for (i=0; i<reds.length; i++) { // inverts pixel values so we are back to original image 
values after subtracting 
reds[i] = 255-reds[i]; 
greens[i] = 255-greens[i]; 
blues[i] = 255-blues[i]; 
  } 
setLut(reds, greens, blues);  // sets new pixel values on image 
//Divides Subtract/Add then Invert LUT  
imageCalculator("divide create 32-bit", "Subtract", "Add"); //divides 
selectImage(X + 2);  // make image active 
rename("Ratio");  // name image Ratio 
requires("1.30j");  // check version 
getLut(reds, greens, blues);  // get pixel values 
  for (i=0; i<reds.length; i++) { // image inverter 
reds[i] = 255-reds[i]; 
greens[i] = 255-greens[i]; 
blues[i] = 255-blues[i]; 
  } 
setLut(reds, greens, blues);   // set pixel values 
//Closes Add and Subtract images // closes intermediate images 
selectImage(X); 
close(); 
selectImage(X); 
close(); 
  } 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Ratio macro 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// This macro takes a fitc image and a tritc image runs bandpass on both and asks to save 
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// both before merging into an rgb.  Make sure to open fitc first to operate correctly. 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Bandpass RGB Merge Action Tool - 
C000D21D22D23D24D25D26D27D28D29D2aD2bD2cD2dD2eC000C111C222D31D32D33D3
4D35D36D37D38D39D3aD3bD3cD3dD3eC222C333C444C555C666D41D42D43D44D45D46
D47D48D49D4aD4bD4cD4dD4eC666C777C888D51D52D53D54D55D56D57D58D59D5aD5b
D5cD5dD5eC888C999CaaaD61D62D63D64D65D66D67D68D69D6aD6bD6cD6dD6eCaaaCbb
bCcccD71D72D73D74D75D76D77D78D79D7aD7bD7cD7dD7eCcccCdddD81D82D83D84D8
5D86D87D88D89D8aD8bD8cD8dD8eCdddD91D92D93D94D95D96D97D98D99D9aD9bD9c
D9dD9eCdddCeeeCfffDa1Da2Da3Da4Da5Da6Da7Da8Da9DaaDabDacDadDaeCfffD00D01D0
2D03D04D05D06D07D08D09D0aD0bD0cD0dD0eD0fD10D11D12D13D14D15D16D17D18D
19D1aD1bD1cD1dD1eD1fD20D2fD30D3fD40D4fD50D5fD60D6fD70D7fD80D8fD90D9fDa0
DafDb0Db1Db2Db3Db4Db5Db6Db7Db8Db9DbaDbbDbcDbdDbeDbfDc0Dc1Dc2Dc3Dc4Dc5
Dc6Dc7Dc8Dc9DcaDcbDccDcdDceDcfDd0Dd1Dd2Dd3Dd4Dd5Dd6Dd7Dd8Dd9DdaDdbDdc
DddDdeDdfDe0De1De2De3De4De5De6De7De8De9DeaDebDecDedDeeDefDf0Df1Df2Df3Df
4Df5Df6Df7Df8Df9DfaDfbDfcDfdDfeDff"{ 
fitdirectory = getDirectory("Select a Directory") // prompts what directory to take images 
from for processing 
open(fitdirectory+"fitc.tif");   // opens the fitc image 
fit = getImageID();   // image ID of original fitc image 
// fitdirectory = getDirectory("image") // this was used before "select a directory" (3 lines 
up) was used 
open(fitdirectory+"tritc.tif");   // opens tritc image 
trit = getImageID();   // image ID of original tritc image 
run("Bandpass Filter...", "filter_large=50 filter_small=3 suppress=None tolerance=5 autoscale 
saturate"); 
selectImage(fit);   // selectimage for processing 
run("Bandpass Filter...", "filter_large=50 filter_small=3 suppress=None tolerance=5 autoscale 
saturate"); 
run("RGB Merge...", "red=tritc.tif green=fitc.tif blue=*None* keep"); 
selectImage(trit); 
run("Tiff...", "save="+fitdirectory+"bandpass_tritc.tif") // saves new bandpass image in 
appropriate directory 
close();   // closes bandpass image 
selectImage(fit);    
run("Tiff...", "save="+fitdirectory+"bandpass_fitc.tif") // saves new bandpass image in 
appropriate directory 
close();   // closes bandpass image 
makeRectangle(906, 691, 451, 343);  // makes a rectangle selection in the bottom right 
corner 
run("To Selection");   // zooms to the selection just made 
makeRectangle(0, 0, 0, 0);   // removes selection 
} 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Bandpass RGB Merge Tool 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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// This macro shifts two images for overlay purpose either up/down or left/right 
// Then merges images into RGB. 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Image Shift Action Tool - 
C000D12D13D14D15D16D17D18D22D28D32D38D42D48D52D55D56D57D58D59D5aD5bD
62D65D68D6bD72D75D78D7bD82D83D84D85D86D87D88D8bD95D9bDa5DabDb5DbbDc5
Dc6Dc7Dc8Dc9DcaDcbC000C111C222C333C444C555C666C777C888C999CaaaCbbbCcccCd
ddCeeeCfffD00D01D02D03D04D05D06D07D08D09D0aD0bD0cD0dD0eD0fD10D11D19D1a
D1bD1cD1dD1eD1fD20D21D23D24D25D26D27D29D2aD2bD2cD2dD2eD2fD30D31D33D34
D35D36D37D39D3aD3bD3cD3dD3eD3fD40D41D43D44D45D46D47D49D4aD4bD4cD4dD4
eD4fD50D51D53D54D5cD5dD5eD5fD60D61D63D64D66D67D69D6aD6cD6dD6eD6fD70D7
1D73D74D76D77D79D7aD7cD7dD7eD7fD80D81D89D8aD8cD8dD8eD8fD90D91D92D93D9
4D96D97D98D99D9aD9cD9dD9eD9fDa0Da1Da2Da3Da4Da6Da7Da8Da9DaaDacDadDaeDaf
Db0Db1Db2Db3Db4Db6Db7Db8Db9DbaDbcDbdDbeDbfDc0Dc1Dc2Dc3Dc4DccDcdDceDcf
Dd0Dd1Dd2Dd3Dd4Dd5Dd6Dd7Dd8Dd9DdaDdbDdcDddDdeDdfDe0De1De2De3De4De5De6
De7De8De9DeaDebDecDedDeeDefDf0Df1Df2Df3Df4Df5Df6Df7Df8Df9DfaDfbDfcDfdDfeDf
f"{ 
//Dialog box to get exact file names image.tif 
requires("1.34m"); // make sure correct imagej version is running 
if (nImages==0) // returns number of images open 
      print("No images are open"); 
   else 
      imagesopen = newArray(nImages+1); //makes array size of images open 
      for(i=1; i<=nImages(); i++){ //for(initialize, limit, increment) 
 selectImage(i); //selects image as they are listed, -i=actual images, i=count of 
images 
 imagesopen[i-1] = getTitle(); //returns title of images, arrays start at 0 which is why i-1 
} 
imagesopen[nImages]="*None*"; // Makes a *None* selection so user can select this when no 
change is needed 
Dialog.create("Image Choice");  // create dialog box named Image choice 
Dialog.addChoice("TRITC image:",imagesopen); 
Dialog.addChoice("FITC image:", imagesopen, imagesopen[1]); 
Dialog.addChoice("Image to move down", imagesopen); // drop down box of images open 
Dialog.addNumber("Number of pixels to move down",1); // drop down box of images open 
Dialog.addChoice("Image to move left", imagesopen, imagesopen[nImages]); // drop down 
box of images open, with default of second image available 
Dialog.addNumber("Number of pixels to move left",1); // drop down box of images open 
Dialog.show();    // show dialog box created 
tritc = Dialog.getChoice();   // saves choice entered in first dialog box 
fitc = Dialog.getChoice();   // saves choice entered in second dialog box 
movedown = Dialog.getChoice();  // saves choice entered in third dialog box 
moveleft = Dialog.getChoice();  // saves choice entered in fouth dialog box, order 
matters here 
movedownnumber = Dialog.getNumber();  // saves number choice entered in first 
number box 
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moveleftnumber = Dialog.getNumber(); 
//Check an image is selected for overlay 
if (tritc=="*None*") 
 exit("Please select a red channel image"); 
if (fitc=="*None*") 
 exit("Please select a green channel image"); 
// Shift image down 
if (movedown=="*None*") 
 q=1;   // I don't know how to exit the for loop so put this useless 
command here so if can do something 
else{ 
 selectImage(movedown);  // selects the correct image for shifting 
 w=getWidth();   // gets image width 
 h=getHeight()+movedownnumber; // gets image height plus amount to move 
 run("Canvas Size...", "width="+w+" height="+h+" position=Bottom-Center zero"); 
 if (movedown!=tritc){  // this if statement moves the other image up so an overlay 
will work (images have to be same dimensions) 
  selectImage(tritc); 
  run("Canvas Size...", "width="+w+" height="+h+" position=Top-Center zero");} 
 else{ 
  selectImage(fitc); 
  run("Canvas Size...", "width="+w+" height="+h+" position=Top-Center zero"); 
} } 
// Shift image left - (for description of what is going on below just look at descriptions for 
"movedown" directly above, everything is about the same) 
if (moveleft=="*None*") 
 q=1; 
else{ 
 selectImage(moveleft); 
 w=getWidth()+moveleftnumber; 
 h=getHeight(); 
 run("Canvas Size...", "width="+w+" height="+h+" position=Center-Left zero"); 
 if (moveleft!=tritc){ 
  selectImage(tritc); 
  run("Canvas Size...", "width="+w+" height="+h+" position=Center-Right 
zero");} 
 else{ 
  selectImage(fitc); 
  run("Canvas Size...", "width="+w+" height="+h+" position=Center-Right zero"); 
} } 
run("RGB Merge...", "red="+tritc+" green="+fitc+" blue=*None* keep"); 
} 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Image Shift Tool 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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//BELOW THIS LINE ARE ADDITIONAL MACROS  
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Purich 40X"{ 
run("Set Scale...", "distance=4.317 known=1 pixel=1 unit=µm global"); 
run("Scale Bar..."); 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Purich 60X"{ 
run("Set Scale...", "distance=6.4756 known=1 pixel=1 unit=µm global"); 
run("Scale Bar..."); 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Purich 100X"{ 
run("Set Scale...", "distance=10.8357 known=1 pixel=1 unit=µm global"); 
run("Scale Bar..."); 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Dickinson 100X"{ 
run("Set Scale...", "distance=11.0762 known=1 pixel=1 unit=µm global"); 
run("Scale Bar..."); 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Dickinson 150X"{ 
run("Set Scale...", "distance=16.6143 known=1 pixel=1 unit=µm global"); 
run("Scale Bar..."); 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Duplicate line selection from one image to another 
// Write down x, y, angle, length from original line selection to enter here 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Reproduce Line Selection" // Tool - 
C000C111C222D0cD1bD2bD3aD49D59D68D77D87D96Da5Db5Dc4Dd3De3Df2C222C333C
444C555C666C777C888C999CaaaCbbbCcccCdddCeeeCfffD00D01D02D03D04D05D06D07D
08D09D0aD0bD0dD0eD0fD10D11D12D13D14D15D16D17D18D19D1aD1cD1dD1eD1fD20D
21D22D23D24D25D26D27D28D29D2aD2cD2dD2eD2fD30D31D32D33D34D35D36D37D38
D39D3bD3cD3dD3eD3fD40D41D42D43D44D45D46D47D48D4aD4bD4cD4dD4eD4fD50D51
D52D53D54D55D56D57D58D5aD5bD5cD5dD5eD5fD60D61D62D63D64D65D66D67D69D6
aD6bD6cD6dD6eD6fD70D71D72D73D74D75D76D78D79D7aD7bD7cD7dD7eD7fD80D81D8
2D83D84D85D86D88D89D8aD8bD8cD8dD8eD8fD90D91D92D93D94D95D97D98D99D9aD
9bD9cD9dD9eD9fDa0Da1Da2Da3Da4Da6Da7Da8Da9DaaDabDacDadDaeDafDb0Db1Db2Db
3Db4Db6Db7Db8Db9DbaDbbDbcDbdDbeDbfDc0Dc1Dc2Dc3Dc5Dc6Dc7Dc8Dc9DcaDcbDcc
DcdDceDcfDd0Dd1Dd2Dd4Dd5Dd6Dd7Dd8Dd9DdaDdbDdcDddDdeDdfDe0De1De2De4De5
De6De7De8De9DeaDebDecDedDeeDefDf0Df1Df3Df4Df5Df6Df7Df8Df9DfaDfbDfcDfdDfeDf
f"{ 
{ 
x=getNumber("X value", 0) // enter x value from line made 
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y=getNumber("Y value", 0) // enter y value from line made 
angle=getNumber("Angle value", 0) // enter angle value from line made 
length=getNumber("Length value", 0) // enter length value from line made 
x1 = x-length*cos(angle*3.1415926/180) // calculate start x value from angle and length 
y1 = y+length*sin(angle*3.1415926/180) // calculate start y value from angle and length 
makeLine(x1,y1,x,y)   // create new line selection 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Reproduce Line Selection Tool 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Duplicate rectangular selection onto an image 
// Write down x, y, width, height from original rectangular selection to enter here 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Reproduce Rectangle Selection" // Tool - 
C000C111C222D11D12D13D14D15D16D17D18D19D1aD1bD1cD1dD21D2dD31D3dD41D4
dD51D5dD61D6dD71D7dD81D8dD91D98D99D9aD9bD9dDa1Da8DabDadDb1Db8DbbDbdD
c1Dc8Dc9DcaDcbDcdDd1DddDe1De2De3De4De5De6De7De8De9DeaDebDecDedC222C333
C444C555C666C777C888C999CaaaCbbbCcccCdddCeeeCfffD00D01D02D03D04D05D06D07
D08D09D0aD0bD0cD0dD0eD0fD10D1eD1fD20D22D23D24D25D26D27D28D29D2aD2bD2c
D2eD2fD30D32D33D34D35D36D37D38D39D3aD3bD3cD3eD3fD40D42D43D44D45D46D4
7D48D49D4aD4bD4cD4eD4fD50D52D53D54D55D56D57D58D59D5aD5bD5cD5eD5fD60D6
2D63D64D65D66D67D68D69D6aD6bD6cD6eD6fD70D72D73D74D75D76D77D78D79D7aD
7bD7cD7eD7fD80D82D83D84D85D86D87D88D89D8aD8bD8cD8eD8fD90D92D93D94D95D
96D97D9cD9eD9fDa0Da2Da3Da4Da5Da6Da7Da9DaaDacDaeDafDb0Db2Db3Db4Db5Db6Db
7Db9DbaDbcDbeDbfDc0Dc2Dc3Dc4Dc5Dc6Dc7DccDceDcfDd0Dd2Dd3Dd4Dd5Dd6Dd7Dd8
Dd9DdaDdbDdcDdeDdfDe0DeeDefDf0Df1Df2Df3Df4Df5Df6Df7Df8Df9DfaDfbDfcDfdDfeDf
f"{ 
{ 
x=getNumber("X value", 0) // enter x value from previous rect selection 
y=getNumber("Y value", 0) // enter y value from previous rect selection 
width=getNumber("Width value", 680) // enter width value from previous rect selection 
height=getNumber("Height value", 518) // enter height value from previous rect selection 
makeRectangle(x, y, width, height)  //make new rectangle selection 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Reproduce Rectangle Selection Tool 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
This macro asks what image to use.  You then draw a line selection (straight, sectioned, or 
freehand line) across the area of interest.  Once done close the blank image causing the macro to 
continue.  The values along the selection are extracted and the maximum value for each color is 
found.  Each value is divided by the maximum normalizing each color to it's maximum.  The 
data is saved in three files labeled with the ROI# then either fitcdata.txt, tritcdata.txt, or 
linecoordsdata.txt (so the line could be reproduced later).  A graph of the data is also displayed 
and all images are closed. 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Close "Log" window so errant information isn't saved with the data 
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if (isOpen("Log")) { 
 selectWindow("Log"); 
 run("Close"); 
} 
// Ask for directory and ROI for that directory 
numberofROI=0; 
linescansdone=0; 
directory = getDirectory("Select a Directory");  // asks for directory 
// So I don't forget what directory I just worked on 
noEndSlash = substring(directory, 0,lengthOf(directory)-1); 
lastind = lastIndexOf(noEndSlash, "/"); 
justDirectoryNumber = substring(noEndSlash, lastind+1,lengthOf(noEndSlash)); 
requires("1.38m"); 
title1 = "Text Window"; 
title2 = "["+title1+"]"; 
if (isOpen(title1)==false) 
 run("New... ", "name="+title2+" type=[Text File] width=15 height=30"); 
print(title2,"\n"+justDirectoryNumber); 
// End of: So I don't forget what directory I just worked on 
filedirect = directory+"/";   // saves a forward slash with directory for ease of 
use 
list = getFileList(directory);   // gets list of files in directory selected 
for (i = 0; i < list.length; i++) { 
 for (j=1; j<list.length; j++) { 
  if (startsWith(list[i], j)) 
   numberofROI = j;  // saves number of file with largest number 
  if (startsWith(list[i], j+"linecoordsdata.txt")) 
   linescansdone = j;  // saves number of linecoordsdata.txt with 
largest number and adds one 
} } 
if (numberofROI==0)   // checks if there is something to analyze in this directory 
 exit("No regions to analyze in this directory"); // if not then exits macros 
if (numberofROI==linescansdone)   // checks if there is something to analyze in 
this directory 
 exit("All regions have been analyzed in this directory"); // if not then exits macros 
linescansdone=linescansdone+1;  // advances ROI to scan by one so next will be 
selected 
Dialog.create("Image Choice");   // create dialog box named Image choice 
Dialog.addMessage("Create a plot of intensities."); // general message with instructions 
Dialog.addMessage("There appears to be "+numberofROI+"\nregions to analyze for this set");
 // general message with instructions 
Dialog.addNumber("Event to plot ",linescansdone); // Form to enter a number 
Dialog.addCheckbox("Cycle through all ROI for this directory (starting at ROI number 
entered)?", true) // check box 
Dialog.show();    // show dialog box created 
event = Dialog.getNumber();   // stores entered string 
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allROI = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
if (allROI==false) 
 numberofROI=event; 
for (j=event; j<=numberofROI; j++){ 
 open(directory+j+"RGB.tif");  // open overlay image 
 rgbid = getImageID();   // save image ID 
 
 // Zooms into image so easier to trace filament 
 makeRectangle(0, 0, 15, 15); 
 run("To Selection");   // zooms to selection made (also enlarges image 
window) 
 run("Out");    // backs off zoom 
 run("Out"); 
 run("Out"); 
 run("Select None");   // removes selection 
  
 newImage("Close Me When Done Selecting Line", "8-bit White", 16, 16, 1); // 
dummy image, closed when want to continue 
 dummyImage=getImageID(); 
 run("Tile");     // tiles images 
 setTool(5);     // selects the sectioned line tool 
 selectImage(rgbid);    // make sure rgb image is focused 
 while (isOpen(dummyImage)) {   // this pauses the macro until the 
small tritc image is closed 
             wait(10); 
 } 
 selectImage(rgbid);    // focus rgb image 
 // Reproduces line drawn onto all open images 
 type = selectionType(); 
 if (type==-1) 
  print("No selection"); 
 else 
  getSelectionCoordinates(x, y);   // get line coordinates 
 run("RGB Split");    // split image into red, green, blue 
 close();    // close blue image 
 makeSelection(type,x,y);    // make line on green image 
 // Getting the profile of the FITC signal 
 // print("FITC DATA");    // took this out so plotting program 
grace doesn't have a problem 
 profile = getProfile();    // gets data of each value along selection 
 profileMax = 0;    // initializes variable 
 normalizedprofile = newArray(profile.length);  // initializes array 
 for (i=0; i<profile.length; i++){ 
  if (profile[i]>profileMax) 
   profileMax = profile[i];  // finds max 
 } 
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 for (i=0; i<profile.length; i++){ 
  normalizedprofile[i] = profile[i]/profileMax;  // normalizes each value 
  print(i+"  "+normalizedprofile[i]);  // prints to log for saving 
 } 
 // print("%%%%%"); 
 // print("Green Max "+profileMax); 
 // print("%%%%%%%%%%"); 
 close();    // closes green image 
 // Plot profile 
 Plot.create("Profile", "Tail to Bead Position", "Normalized Intensity", normalizedprofile); 
 // plots green data 
 selectWindow("Log");    // selects log window 
 saveAs("Text", directory+j+"fitcdata.txt");  // saves data in log window 
 selectWindow("Log"); 
 run("Close"); 
 // print("TRITC DATA"); 
 // Getting the profile of the TRITC signal 
 makeSelection(type,x,y); 
 profile = getProfile(); 
 profileMax = 0; 
 normalizedprofile = newArray(profile.length); 
 for (i=0; i<profile.length; i++){ 
  if (profile[i]>profileMax) 
   profileMax = profile[i]; 
 } 
 for (i=0; i<profile.length; i++){ 
  normalizedprofile[i] = profile[i]/profileMax; 
  print(i+"  "+normalizedprofile[i]); 
 } 
 // print("%%%%%"); 
 // print("Red Max "+profileMax); 
 // print("%%%%%%%%%%"); 
 // Plot profile 
 Plot.setColor("red");    // sets next call to plot as red    
 Plot.add("line", normalizedprofile);   // adds red data to plot 
 Plot.setColor("green");    // sets default color of plot 
 Plot.update();     // updates graph so the plot is drawn and 
seen on screen (needed so save will work later) 
 close();    // closes red image 
 selectWindow("Log");    // selects log window 
 saveAs("Text", directory+j+"tritcdata.txt");  // saves data in log window 
 selectWindow("Log"); 
 run("Close"); 
 // print("SELECTION COORDINATES"); 
 // print("  x   y"); 
 for (i=0; i<x.length; i++){ 
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  print(x[i]+"  "+y[i]); 
 } 
 selectWindow("Log"); 
 saveAs("Text", directory+j+"linecoordsdata.txt");  // saves data in log window 
 selectWindow("Log"); 
 run("Close"); 
  
 saveAs("Tiff", directory+j+"imagejgraph.tif");  // save graph 
 wait(2000); 
 close();    // close graph 
} 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
This macro asks for a directory to work with.  Finds all the 16-bit images of interest (the color 
change images) Plots the predetermined line on the 16-bit images and gets the pixel data and 
plots the values saving everything. 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
basedir = getDirectory("Select a Directory") // prompts what directory to take images from for 
processing 
//setBatchMode(true); 
for (i = 1; i <=40; i++) {   // changes directory 
 if (i<=9) 
  dir = basedir+"0"+i+"/"; // sets directory 
 if (i>9) 
  dir = basedir+i+"/"; // sets directory 
 list = getFileList(dir);  // gets list of files for working directory 
 if (list.length==0){  // checks if no files found 
  print("Stopped at directory "+dir); 
  exit  // stops code 
 } 
 
for (k = 0; k < list.length; k++) { 
 for (j=1; j<list.length; j++) { 
  if (startsWith(list[k], j+"linecoord")) { 
   open(dir+j+"bandpass_fitc.tif");  // 16-bit fitc 
   linemaker();    // calls function to reproduce line 
   normalizedprofile = plotter(); 
   close(); 
   Plot.create("Profile", "Tail to Bead Position", "Normalized Intensity"); 
 // plots green data 
   Plot.setLimits(0, normalizedprofile.length-1, 0, 1); // set plot dimensions 
(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax) 
   Plot.setLineWidth(2); 
   Plot.setColor("green");   // sets default color of plot 
   Plot.add("line", normalizedprofile);  // adds red data to plot 
   selectWindow("Log");   // selects log window 
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   saveAs("Text", dir+j+"fitcdata-16bit.txt");  // saves data in log 
window 
   selectWindow("Log"); 
   run("Close"); 
   open(dir+j+"bandpass_tritc.tif");  // 16-bit tritc 
   linemaker();    // calls function to reproduce line 
   normalizedprofile = plotter(); 
   close(); 
   Plot.setLineWidth(2); 
   Plot.setColor("red");   // sets next call to plot as red  
  
   Plot.add("line", normalizedprofile);  // adds red data to plot 
   Plot.update();    // updates graph so the plot is drawn 
and seen on screen (needed so save will work later) 
   selectWindow("Log");   // selects log window 
   saveAs("Text", dir+j+"tritcdata-16bit.txt");  // saves data in log 
window 
   selectWindow("Log"); 
   run("Close"); 
   saveAs("Tiff", dir+j+"imagejgraph-16bit.tif");  // save graph 
   close();   // close graph 
} } } 
} 
//setBatchMode(false); 
function linemaker(){ 
 coords=File.openAsString(dir+j+"linecoordsdata.txt"); // opens saved line 
coordinates 
 coordarray = split(coords);   // splits values into string array 
 xcoord = newArray(coordarray.length/2);  // initiates array 
 ycoord = newArray(coordarray.length/2);  // initiates array 
 for(i=0;i<coordarray.length;i++) 
  coordarray[i] = parseInt(coordarray[i]); // converts from string to integer 
 for(i=0;i<xcoord.length;i++){ 
  xcoord[i] = coordarray[i*2];  // saves x and y coordinates separately 
  ycoord[i] = coordarray[(i+1)*2-1]; 
 } 
 makeSelection(6, xcoord, ycoord);  // reproduces line 
}    // end of function 
function plotter(){ 
 profile = getProfile();    // gets data of each value along selection 
 profileMax = 0;    // initializes variable 
 profileMin = profile[0]; 
 normalizedprofile = newArray(profile.length);  // initializes array 
 for (i=0; i<profile.length; i++){ 
  if (profile[i]>profileMax) 
   profileMax = profile[i];  // finds max 
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  if (profile[i]<profileMin) 
   profileMin = profile[i];  // finds min 
 } 
 for (i=0; i<profile.length; i++){ 
  profile[i] = profile[i] - profileMin;  // subtracts background 
  normalizedprofile[i] = profile[i]/(profileMax-profileMin); // normalizes each 
value 
  print(i+"  "+normalizedprofile[i]);  // prints to log for saving 
 } 
 return normalizedprofile; 
} 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// This macro opens the bandpass images of each directory, sets a threshold so mostly 
// beads are seen and then counts the beads and saves the data. 
// Note: For some reason batch mode doesn't work here because of the result window that 
// is displayed.  It doesn't close properly. 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
fitdirectory = getDirectory("Select a Directory") // prompts what directory to take images 
from for processing 
setBatchMode(true); 
for (i = 1; i <=40; i++) {   // changes directory 
 if (i<=9) 
  listdirect = fitdirectory+"0"+i+"/"; // sets directory 
 if (i>9) 
  listdirect = fitdirectory+i+"/"; // sets directory 
 list = getFileList(listdirect);  // gets list of files for working directory 
 if (list.length!=0){  // checks if no files found 
  ROIhere=0; 
  for (j=1; j<list.length; j++) { 
   if (startsWith(list[j], "1")) 
    ROIhere = 1; //checks that an ROI is in this directory, if so 
continue, else go to next iteration 
  } 
  if (ROIhere==1){ 
   open(listdirect+"bandpass_fitc.tif");  // open fitc image 
   open(listdirect+"bandpass_tritc.tif");  // open fitc image 
   run("RGB Merge...", "red=bandpass_tritc.tif green=bandpass_fitc.tif 
blue=*None*"); 
   x=getWidth(); 
   y=getHeight(); 
   // Note: the following only works on 24-bit RGB images 
   for (m=0; m<x; m++){ 
    for (n=0; n<y; n++){ 
     v = getPixel(m,n); 
     red = (v>>16)&0xff;     // extract red byte (bits 23-17) 
     green = (v>>8)&0xff;   // extract green byte (bits 15-8) 
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     blue = v&0xff;        // extract blue byte (bits 7-0) 
     if ((red < 190) || (green < 190)) // || is or making only 
yellow show, && is and making bright red and green show as well as yellow 
      setPixel(m,n,0); // set non yellow pixels as 
black 
    } 
   } 
   run("Tiff...", "save="+listdirect+"RGB_bead_count.tif"); 
   run("8-bit"); 
   setThreshold(1, 255); 
   run("Convert to Mask"); 
   rename("Directory_"+i); 
   // Since the image is thresholded to only display yellow, those spots 
remaining are  
   // considered to be beads so there is no size limitation or circularity limit. 
   run("Analyze Particles...", "size=4-Infinity circularity=0-1.00 
show=Nothing clear summarize"); 
   close(); 
} } } 
while(nImages>0){ 
 close(); 
} 
selectWindow("Summary"); 
saveAs("Text", fitdirectory+"bead_count.txt"); 
//run("Text...", "save="+fitdirectory+"bead_count.txt"); // saves results  
run("Close");    // closes results 
setBatchMode(false); 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//BELOW THIS LINE ARE MACROS SPECIFICALLY MADE FOR SHORTCUT KEYS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//Get coordinates of a rectangular selection or a line selection and lists in log box 
//Use this in conjunction with the "Reproduce Rectangle Selection (Cut Paste) Tool" 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Get Selection Coord Action [y]"{ 
type = selectionType(); 
if (type==-1) 
    print("No selection"); 
else { 
    if (type==5){ 
        getLine(x1, y1, x2, y2, lineWidth); 
        length=sqrt((x1-x2)*(x1-x2)+(y1-y2)*(y1-y2)); 
        if (y2>y1) 
             angle=-acos((x2-x1)/length)*180/PI; 
        else 
             angle=acos((x2-x1)/length)*180/PI; 
        print("Line,x1,y1,x2,y2,length,angle,",x1,y1,x2,y2,length,angle); 
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} 
    if (type==0){ 
        getBoundingRect(x, y, w, h); 
        print("Rectangle, x, y, width, height,",x,y,w,h); 
}} 
restorePreviousTool; 
//setTool(0);  // was used to switch to rectangle selection tool but line above seems more 
appropriate 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of Get Selection Coord Tool 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// This macro uses RGB Merge... to merge two images and create a RGB image 
// This macro assumes the first image opened (first image in the window list) is the red image 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
macro "Auto RGB Merge Action [q]"{ 
selectImage(1); 
tritc = getTitle(); 
selectImage(2); 
fitc = getTitle(); 
run("RGB Merge...", "red="+tritc+" green="+fitc+" blue=*None* keep"); 
} 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// End of "Auto RGB Merge Action" 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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